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I. SYSTEMATIC STUDY AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS.
1. I n t r o d u c t o r y . — In the following pages the writer 
attem pts to set forth some of the facts gained during a brief 
investigation of the plum growing industry in this state, and 
presents in addition an epitome of the experience of many 
orchardists, some of them particularly interested in this branch 
of their calling.
A t least two prominent factors have contributed in recent 
years to direct attention to plum growing. First, the intro­
duction of the Japanese plums, and their m arvellously rapid dis­
tribution; and second, the striking progress made by a few 
specialists in improving native plums. T h e fact that while 
the Japanese varieties, the native varieties, and the varieties 
of the older European (Domestica) type, though each possess­
ing valuable characteristics, did not have in themselves all the 
qualities desired, yet intercrossed readily, encouraged and 
offered the plant breederexcellent m aterial with which to work. 
In response to man’s effort but often accomplished only by nat­
ural agencies, interm ediate forms have appeared, which though 
not perfect, yet in many instances are vastly superior to types 
which produced them ,— in this w ay a race of hybrid plums has 
been developed and is now offered to a plum loving public. It 
is this plasticity of the plum which renders it alike interesting 
to the experiment station horticulturist and the enthusiastic 
fruit grower.
2. S y s t e m a t i c  S u r v e y . — It is unprofitable at the pres­
ent time to study the plum question at all minutely without 
familiarizing one’s self with the prominent and characteristic 
features of the leading types of plums. Since B ailey1 mono­
graphed the native plums, much good work has been done by 
W augh2 and Goff3 . In order to present the data which fol­
lows in an intelligible manner it is necessary that a brief re­
view of the present botanical status of cultivated plums should 
be offered.
The following classification is offered by W augh. It 
would seem to be the most satisfactory and acceptable of those 
offered at the present time:
1. B ulletin  38, C ornell E x p e rim en t S ta tion , 1897. *
2. B ulletin  53, V erm ont E x p e rim en t S ta tion . R eport, E x p e rim en t S ta tion , 1897-8-9.
3. B ulle tin  59, W isconsin  E x p e rim en t S ta tion .
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GROUP. C H ARA CTERIZA TION . t e c h n i c a l  n a m e .
D O M E STICA . The European garden plums 
and their seedlings.
Prunus domestica.
JA P A N E SE . The Japanese plums. Prunus triflora.
A M E R IC A N A . The northwestern American 
wild plums and their culti­
vated descendants.
Prunus Americana.
N IGRA. Varieties mostly derived from 
the wild plums of northeast­
ern North America.
Prunus Americana 
variety Nigra.
M IN ER .
W A Y L A N D .
Varieties resembling the Miner, 
passing into the Americanas 
on one side and the Wild- 
goose group on the other.
Varieties resembling Wayland.
V Prunus hortulana 
/ (Of hybrid origin.)
W ILD G O O SE. Varieties resembling Wild- 
goose, but passing indistin- 
guishably into the next. )
CH IC A SA W . The Chicasaw plums. Prunus angustifolia.
M A R IA N N A . The Marianna and others. Probably hybrids.
The above classification, which is ten­
tative and subject to revision, is not intended 
to convey the impression that each group is 
a clear-cut entity with characteristics so pe­
culiar and marked that it is easily distin­
guished from all other groups. It should be 
viewed as an attem pt at a system atic ar­
rangement of the cultivated varieties of 
plums into groups more or less defined. 
From  this standpoint the work is timely, 
valuable, and incidentally a strong argu­
ment in behalf of system atic pomology. 
Each group is marked by some prominent 
features relative to fruit or tree, which affect 
prom inently its usefulness in this or that 
part of the country. W hen the fruit grower 
i& possessed of these salient group features 
and knows to whi<;h group a certain variety 
belongs, he is thereby enabled to form a 
more or less correct impression of the prob­
able value of the variety in his locality.
Fig . 1 
WYANT, A m ericana. 
B uds, leaf an d  fru it, p a r­
tic u la rly  sh a rp  po in ted . 
/ —fru it b u d ; I — lea f bud.
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3. C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  L e a d i n g  T y p e s  o f  P l u m s .
F or the purpose of reviewing some of the good and bad 
features, characteristic of each group as noted in this state, 
these are placed oppositely in the following tabular ar­
rangement. It should be remembered that in broad general­
izations of this kind important exceptions m ay occur.
GROUP.
DOM ESTICA.
JAPA N ESE.
AM ERICANA.
W AYLAND.
W ILDGOOSE
CHICASAW.
M ARIANNA.
GOOD POINTS.
Fruit firm fleshed. 
Quality good.
F r u i t  handsome, 
firm, fair quality, 
productive, ships 
well; small pit.
Tree hardy, pro­
ductive. F r u i t  
handsome.
Hardy, productive. 
Fruit handsome. 
Thin skin.
Fruit attractive; 
late.
W EAK POINTS.
Fruit buds tender. 
Subject to fun­
gous diseases.
Blossom early, 
fruit buds tender, 
susceptible to rot.
Self sterility.astrin- 
gency and soft­
ness of fruit; 
large pit; thick 
skin.
Self sterility,astrin- 
j  gency of fruit;
I large pits; plum 
pockets.
Self sterility; soft 
texture of fruit; 
fruit buds tender.
Tree vigorous; fruit i Self sterility; fruit 
handsome, late. I small, soft tex- 
tured.
Tree vigorous; f ru i t ! Self sterility; early 
handsome, early, blooming; soft 
texture of fruit.
Tree vigorous; fruit Tree tender; fruit 
handsome. ; small.
Fruit handsome. Buds tender; fruit 
small: worthless.
I p r o b a b l e  v a l u e  
i n  IOWA.
Hardiest varieties, 
under good cul­
ture, in favored 
localities only.
Doubtfully useful 
in south part of 
state.
Useful in all parts 
of state.
Useful in northern 
sections.
Useful in south 
half of state.
Considerable in 
southern counties.
Considerable in 
southern Iowa on 
account of earli­
ness.
Slight in the south 
part.
Some value as a 
fruit stock.
It is unquestionably true that the chief reliance of the Iowa 
plum grower must rest upon varieties belonging to the Ameri­
cana group. This fact is strongly emphasized by the experi­
ence of fruit growers recited later on. Domesticas, Japanese, 
and the southern native types while they have their advocates,
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and their places and phases of usefulness in the state, are re­
stricted after all to circumscribed areas and successfully grown
only by the most careful systems of 
n| culture. Japanese and D om estica
plums are uncertain; they are for 
the few, while Americanas are for 
the million. W hile recognizing the 
merits of the Americanas, we cannot 
go the length of admitting that in 
flavor they compare favorably with 
the finest Domesticas. In our opin­
ion they do not. But then we can­
not grow the finest Domesticas here, 
— we only grow in a small w ay those 
like Lom bard of medium quality,—  
so the m aterials for crucial com ­
parison are wanting. Taking the best 
varieties of Domesticas which may be 
grown here with fluctuating degrees
1 P>- ' |J of success, as a basis of comparison
i we are free to say that with them
b u r b a n k ,  Japanese. the best Americanas compare very
Buds rounded, fru it buds often on (o trrv rnK K ? n\ J
short spurs. / —Fruit, I—Leaves. Ia -V O rd .u iy . Wv-r
4. D e v e l o p m e n t  o f  A m e r i c a n a  S  A  
P l u m s  in  I o w a . — Fruit growers in l| V
this state have taken an important II C m  |\ 
place in the improvement of native §|\ *  ' ' ®A 
plums. Probably no other state pos- \\ '|\
sesses such a large number of inde- |  | |\
pendent workers who have been so f^ J  /fig/
em inently successful in producing use 
f ul varieties. It is also but fair to point 
out that the H orticultural D epart­
ment of the Iowa Agricultural C ol­
lege, under the direction of Prof. |
Budd, recognized at an early date 
the pomological importance of the ’ fpsa
Am ericana group and was instru­
mental in popularizing varieties of 1 '^ 
this series in the state. As an ex- a m e s :  h y b r i d ,  Japanese- 
ample the history of W yant may be Note intermelSfe character of buds, 
cited (see W yant page 292.) In these self-congratulatory re­
marks there is no intention of decrying the great progress
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made by such workers outside the state as Kerr of Maryland, 
Munson and Bruce of Texas, Breece of North Carolina, W il­
liams of Nebraska, and Lord, Luedloff, and Knudson of Min­
nesota. Our remarks are directed chiefly to the im prove­
ment of the Am ericana group, and the fact that the m ajor 
portion of this developm ent which has taken place in Iowa is 
due undoubtedly to the free- 
distribution of this form of the 
native plum over the state, 
coupled with its evident perfect 
adaptation to our soil and cli­
matic conditions. It appears to 
be true that wherever a species 
grows with least effort, there, 
variation is in greatest evidence.
Iowa is undoubtedly the favored 
home of Prunus Americana, 
which may reasonably account 
for the many fine varieties of 
this type which should be cred­
ited to efforts of H aw keye fruit 
growers. H awkeye, Stoddard,
Hammer, and W yan t are not 
among the least of these. The 
work of H. A. Terry, Crescent, 
has alone brought much credit 
to the state; coupled with it 
should appear the names of 
Patten, W ragg, Budd, Dennis, Mathews, W atrous and Theo. 
W illiam s, formerly of Iowa, now of Benson, Nebraska.
5. S p e c i a l  P r o b l e m s  in  P l u m  G r o w i n g , a. Self- 
Sterility .— This is the inability of varieties to set fruit when 
supplied only with pollen from their own blossoms. It has 
been conclusively proved 1 that all varieties of native plums 
are practically self-sterile; that Japanese plums 2 may virtu­
ally be placed in the same category; while data is yet wanting 
upon which to definitely dispose of the case against the Do- 
mesticas, although the assumption is that they are equally 
deficient in this respect. The fact of self-sterility being 
proved, the problem of how to remedy the condition remains.
Pollination: This is the act of transferring the pollen 
from one flower to another by whatever agency, natural or
Fig . 4.
DOW NING, Wildgoose Type. 
R ounded fru it b u d s , /  suggesting: Jap .
1. W augh. Rept. Vt. E x p . S ta ., 1897, p. 88. 2. W augh, R ept. Vt. E xp . Sta., 1898, p. 257.
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artificial that may be employed. In horticultural usage the 
term has come to mean the interchange of pollen between va­
rieties having such sexual affinities as may result in fecunda­
tion and the production of fruit. In order to provide for sat­
isfactory pollination a knowledge of the blossoming period of 
varieties is essential, so that those blossoming at or about the 
same time may be intermingled. Aside from the question of 
blossoming period there is the deeper one of mutual affinities, 
which though not so important as the blossoming period, as 
affecting pollination, should nevertheless be taken into account. 
To insure satisfactory pollination the grower then should first 
consider the blossoming period and second sexual affinity. It
F i g .  5— M IN E R  AND FO R EST ROSE. C. L . W a t r o u s ,  D e s  M o i n e s .
will usually be safe to plant intermingled, the varieties blos­
soming at or about the same time, but success will be more 
assured if these .varieties belong to the same group. Kerr 1 
points out a marked exception to this rule in the case of 
W ildgoose, which he claims refuses pollen of Milton and 
W hitaker in flower at the same time. Newman, a Chicasaw, 
is recommended as pollenizer for W ildgoose. T he Japanese 
varieties are good pollenizers for themselves, also members of 
Chicasaw and W ildgoose group. The number of chance
1. J . W. K e rr  cata logue , .1899.
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hybrids which have appeared in recent years between these 
groups emphasizes their apparent inter-fertility. The Ameri- 
canas are satisfactorily inter-fertile— simply a matter of placing 
in adjacent rows varieties which bloom simultaneously. T h e  
same is also true of the Miner group, while Americanas and 
Miners are reliably inter-fertile. This is especially satisfac­
tory, inasmuch as these two groups constitute our chief plum 
reliance in central and northern Iowa.
b. Blossoming Records. — In order that we may put into 
practical operation the recommendations made above, we
should know the approximate 
flowering period of each variety. 
This period will vary somewhat 
with the seasons, so that data 
based upon the observations of a 
single season may not be accepted 
as reliable. The fact that varie­
ties behave differently from year 
to year further emphasizes the de­
sirability of continued and dupli­
cating observations. W ith  the 
kind co-operation of a few fruit 
growers, whose assistance we take 
this opportunity of acknowledging, 
the w ork of recording the flower­
ing period of plums and other
sh o w in g  th e  p iu m p  rounded  fru it fruits was commenced in this state 
bu d s, / ,  w ith  le a f s ca r  a n d  lea f b uds  a t  i. last year. T he season was abnor­
mal in many respects. April being cold, the opening of blossom 
buds was retarded; but the sudden accession of high tem pera­
tures in the fore part of May hurried and compressed into a 
com paratively few days the usual blossoming period. The 
plum records are however submitted in the belief that while 
not accurate, they are at least indicative; they also mark some 
progress made in this good work. It will be observed that 
the records are ararranged in a somewhat natural order, begin­
ning at the south line of the state and working northward.
10
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PLUM BLOSSOMING RECORDS, IOWA, 1899.
LOCALITY
C orning.
A dam s Co.
G len wood.
M ills Co.
Adel.
D allas Co.
G rinnell,
P ow esh iek  Co.
■3ript0tt?— ------—
C edar Co.
Am es,
Story  Co.
M apleton ,
M onona Co.
C orrectionv ille , 
W oodbury Co.
D ubuque,
D ubuque Co.
S torm  Lake, 
B uena V ista Co.
F o res t City, 
W innebago, Co.
VARIETY
Chas. D ow ning  -
D eS o to ................
H aw k ey e .............
M iner - .................
S toddard  ........ .
W ildgoose...........
E a rly  R ed--------
A itk in  — ........... .
W eaver.............
D e S o to ............... .
W ild g o o se ..........
W olf......................
M in e r ..................
S h ip p e r P ride- -
Poole P r i d e -----
S to d d a rd ............
W y an t-------------
E a rly  R ed --------
C o m m u n ia ........
C heney .......
M in e r ........ .
W eav er.. ..
W y an t........
S toddard  -- 
Wolf
D e S o to -----
W ildgoose .
APRIL
CLA S S
27 28 29 30 1
W ildgoose - 
A m ericana  - 
do
M in e r ..........
A m ericana  - 
W ildgoose - 
D om estica  -
N ig ra -..........
A m ericana  - 
do
W ildgoose-- 
A m ericana  -
M in e r ..........
D om estica  - 
W ildgoose- - 
A m ericana  - 
do
D om estica  - 
do
M iner - 
W o lf - -
E a rly  R ed----
Oommania ---
M iner ..............
W y an t..............
W o l f ................
O gon (on S and  C herry) 
W y an t ( do ) 
R o llingstone
(on  M yrobalan) 
DeSoto
(on M yrobalan)
H am m er —...................
R ockford  ................. ----
S toddard  ............... -—
W yant (on ow n roots)
C o m fo rt..........................
S n o o k s ............................
M ilto n ................  ........
W olf (on Sand C herry) 
E a rly  R ed ( do )
H aw k ey e .......................
B ix b y ................................
C has D ow ning .............
Poole P r i d e ...................
D e S o to ........ - ..................
W eaver-...........................
M iner .....................
C om fort...........................
S h ip p e r P r id e ...............
H a m m e r ........................
C h e n e y ............................
C om fo rt...........................
DeSoto ................... .
W olf ................................
H aw keye ........ ....... ........
W yan t..............................
C h en ey ............................
R o llin g s to n e ........ .......
M in e r ..................... .........
C o m fo rt...........................
H a w k e y e .......................
S to d d a rd ..................... .
Bixby ...............................
W olf..................................
S n o o k s ............................
W y an t......................... —
H a m m e r ........................
W ildgoose— .............
C has. D o w n in g --..........
A itk in ................- ............
C h e n e y ...........................
S toddard  ........
R ollingtone - .................
H a w k e y e ----------------
R o ck fo rd .........................
W eaver.............................
D eS o to ...........................
W olf................. ................
W y an t....... - ........... .........
C om fort...........................
B ixby ...............................
M ilton ...............................
E a rly  R ed ............... —
H a m m e r.......................
M in e r ------------------ - :
S to d d a rd .........................
W olf..................................
H a m m e r ............... .........
Chas. D ow ning .............
N ig ra ............
M in e r ..........
A m ericana  - 
do 
do 
do 
do
W ildgoose-.
M in e r ..........
A m ericana
D om estica  -
d o ___ -
M iner -T ... - 
A m ericana  - 
do
J a p a n  ..........
A m ericana  - 
do
do
M in e r ..........
A m ericana  - 
do 
do 
do 
do
W ildgoose . 
A m ericana - 
D om estica  - 
A m ericana  • 
do
W ildgoose-- 
do
A m e ric a n a . 
do
M in e r --------
A m ericana  - 
D om estica  - 
M iner ..........
N ig ra ............
A m ericana  - 
do 
do 
do 
do 
M iner
N ig ra - ........
A m ericana
M iner ----
A m ericana  
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do
M iner ------
W ildgoose - 
do
N ig ra ..........
do -------
A m ericana 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do
W ildgoose - 
D om estica
M iner ------
do  ........
A m ericana 
do
M iner .......
W ildgoose-
MAY
2 3  4* 5  6  7 8 9  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
! I I
-L_!_
_ _ _
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c. Pollination Table. — A very useful piece of work has 
just been published by W augh 1 in the form of a table of rec­
ommended pollenizers. This table includes 182 varieties of 
plums of Japanese and native types and suggests the most 
likely varieties to pollenize them. W e have selected from 
this comprehensive list 38 of the more important varieties 
frcm an Iowa standpoint, and have placed them in the sub­
joined list. It should be remembered that the records upon 
which this table is based were collected in Maryland; and 
while it is possible that data drawn from home sources might 
lead to a somewhat different arrangement, yet we think it of 
sufficient value to present it in this connection. It may be 
profitable to compare it with the Iowa records previously pre­
sented:
V A RIET Y . GROUP.
Abundance
Aitkin
American Eagle
Burbank
Champion
Cheney
Comfort
DeSoto
Downing (Chas)
Forest Rose
Forest Garden
Gold (Terry)
Golden Beauty
Hammer
Hawkeye
Kelsey
Mankato
Milton
Miner
Missouri Apricot
Moreman
Newman
Noyes
Ocneeda
Pottawattamie
Red June
Reed
Rockford
Rollingstone
Satsuma
Surprise
Silas Wilson
Stoddard
Weayer
Whitaker
Wildgoose
Wyant
Wolf
Japanese 
Nigra 
Americana 
Japanese 
Americana 
I Nigra 
Americana 
Americana 
Wildgoose 
Miner 
Americana 
Americana 
Way land 
Americana 
Americana 
Japanese 
Americana 
Wildgoose 
Miner 
Wayland 
Way land 
Chicasaw 
Miner 
Americana 
Chicasaw 
Japanese 
Wayland 
Americana 
Americana 
Japanese 
Miner 
Americina 
Americana 
Americana 
Wildgoose 
Wildgoose 
-Americana 
Americana
REC O M M EN D ED  P O L L E N IZ E R S.
Burbank, Red June, Satsuma.
Burbank, Cheney.
Hawkeye, Wyant, DeSoto.
Abundance, Satsuma, Red June. 
Hammer, Miner. DeSoto.
Forest Garden, Hawkeye, DeSoto. 
American Eagle, Hammer.
Hawkeye. Rollingstone.
Pottawattamie.
Miner, Hammer.
Stoddard, American Eagle.
Stoddard, Forest Garden.
Wayland, Moreman.
Miner, Moreman, American Eagle. 
DeSoto, Weaver, Cheney.
Satsuma, Ogon.
Forest Garden, Miner, Hammer. 
Newman.
Hammer, American Eagle, Forest Rose. 
Golden Beauty.
Miner, Wayland, Golden Beauty. 
Wildgoose, Clifford.
Miner, Prairie Flower.
Rollingstone, Weaver.
Whitaker, Indian Chief.
Burbank, Satsuma, Abundance. 
Wayland, Golden Beauty.
American Eagle, Wyant, DeSoto. 
Weaver, Minnetonka.
Burbank, Abundance, Red June.
Miner, Forest Rose.
American Eagle. Hammer.
Forest Garden, Hammer.
Rollingstone, DeSoto.
Newman.
Newman, Smiley.
American Eagle, DeSoto, Hawkeye. 
Stoddard, American Eagle.
1. Rept. Vt. Experim ent Station, 1899, p. 197.
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d. Hardy and Tender F ruit B uds .— In connection with an 
investigation carried on last spring 
designed to gain an idea of the 
prospective plum crop, some in­
teresting data were secured bear­
ing upon the relative hardi­
ness of the fruit buds of many va­
rieties of Japanese, European, and 
native plums. In response to a 
request addressed to fruit growers 
through the press a large amount 
of fruit bearing plum wood repre­
senting a wide range of varieties 
was received. This was carefully 
examined mainly by Mr. J. S ex­
ton, late foreman of the D epart­
ment of Horticulture.
GLASS, Domestica.
Buds rounded  y e t sh a rp ly  po in ted ; 
sca les la rg e ; b u d s  tender.
SHOWING E F F E C T  OF W IN TE R  OF 1898-99  UPON F R U IT  BUDS OF TH E 
SAME V A R IE T IE S  IN D IF F E R E N T  PA RTS OF TH E STATE.
Abundance
on Miner
Bailey-
Blue Damson —
Bixby-------------
Blood’s Golden- 
Blue Moldavka- 
Burbank _-------
Chabot . 
Cheney.
C L A S S . R EC EIV E D  FROM.
Japanese 
f  <
<<
B. D. Herrman, Sigourney —  
F. O. Harrington, York Center
E. E. Brown, Onslow- ____
George Sommer, Amana
C. F. Noe, Amana - - - - 
J. C. Bing, Ottosen. -- -- 
T. H. Gamble, Addison -
a
Domestica—  
Americana - 
Domestica-..
I I
Japanese —
It
B. D. Herrman, Sigourney----
F. O. Harrington, York Center
A. Bonnell, Dover__________
O. A Kenyon, McGregor------
Hiram Heaton, Glendale- -  - 
T. H. Gamble, Addison- 
Hiram Heaton, Glendale-
George Sommer, Amana-------
F. O. Harrington. York Center
B. D. Herrman, Sigourney___
Experiment Station, Ames___
Nigra - - -
I I
Hiram Heaton, Glendale. -- -
E. B. Watson, Newton----------
O. A. Kenyon. McGregor. .
[N
um
be
r
1 E
xa
m
in
ed
Pe
r 
C
en
t 
In
ju
re
d
! 5 33
10 100
11 36
13 62
20 100
4 100
I 100
IO 50
5 80
IO 50
IS none
10 10
12 83
24 100
21 8 5
3 none*
i? 3 3
5 0 82
12 5°
3 none
25 It
1. N o t e . — M r. H a rrin g to n  w rite s  th a t  th e se  tre e s  b lossom ed  fu ll, b u t fa iled  to  m a tu re  a  
crop , ow ing  to w in te r in ju ry .
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VARIETY. C L A S S. RECEIVED FROM.
•oV
•■5
I s
b Pe
r 
C
en
t 
In
ju
re
d,
 
j
W. W. Scott, Calamus___ 5 none
Communia .  ---- Domestica— T. H. Gamble, Addison------ --- 6 IOOII ii Henry Aiken, Carroll - - 23
Dame Aubert Yel- i< T. H. Gamble, Addison______ 9 IOO
Hiram Heaton, G len d ale-__ irt none• II ii Harlan Mills, St. M a ry .__  - 4II ii E. A. Goodwin, Baxter. - - 12 iiII <i W. F. Lyman, Perry- .  _ __ 6 iiII •1 7 ««
ti n Geo. Sommer, Amana ___ 10 a '
Early R ed............_ Domestica— T. H. Gamble, Addison . . n 92II *1 C. F. Noe, Amana__________ 4 25If II O. C. Kenyon, McGregor----- 7 86II ii G. A. Ivins, Iowa F alls____ 7 none
Ellwood----------  - II Experiment Station, Ames----- 9 100
Forest Garden---- Americana W. W. Scott, Calamus---------- 10 30
Gen. H a n d_ Hiram Heaton, Glendale___ - 4 none
Glass S eed lin g .... a W. W. Scott, Calamus____  - 5 aII •* T. H. Gamble, A d d iso n -.----- 2 100II n Experiment Station, Ames___ 100
Green Gage------- •i Hiram Heaton, Glendale------- 6 33'A
C. F. Noe, Amana__  ______ c none
Hawkeye.- ------ ii G. A. Ivins, Iowa Falls--------- 6 «<i« ii J. C. Bing, O ttosen_______ __ 4 itii Experiment Station, Ames___ 5 ii
Imperial Gage___ Domestica.. A. Bonnell, D o v e r .________ 6 83
Kelsey, on Miner 
Stock________ Japan-------- T. H. Gamble, Addison........— 8 50
Kelsey . ____ •< Experiment Station, Ames___ 25 100
Kerr___________ II F. 0 . Harrington, York Center 10 co
Lombard ---------- Domestica-- Hiram Heaton, Glendale____ 13 8
" II James R. Gillis, Mt. Pleasant-. 21I i< B. D. Herrman, Sigourney___ ;II H A. Bonnell, Dover- _ ______ 6
ii W. W. Scott, Calamus_____ - 3 jj
Majestic Damson- II Hiram Heaton, Glendale------- 8 none
W. W. Scott, Calamus — ____ 6 •f
A. Bonnell, Dover- ______ 10 a
M iles------- Chicasaw— Experiment Station, Ames---- 25 12
T. H. Gamble, Addison___ - 7 14
a i t Experiment Station, Ames---- 10 none
G. A. Ivins, Iowa Falls_____ 7 a•i * i« Harlan Mills. St. M ary.____ 4 a
ii ii James R. Gillis, Mt. Pleasant-. 21 8
Minnesota.. -- Domestica.- Experiment Station, Ames__ i& 100li W. W. Scott, Calamus_____- 8It 4
a ii 6 h
. . Ii 8 88
Moore Arctic---- " F. C. Reese, Corning________ 2 50
15
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V A R IE T Y .
Moore Arctic------ I Domestica -
“ ___I
Niagara-------------- j "
Ogon ----------------- j Japanese
RECEIVED FROM.
Poole Pride--------
Pottawattamie-----
II
( I
K
Prunus Simoni-----
(I <•
Red June------------
Richland - .............
II
R ig a ------------------
Saratoga------------
Shipper Pride-----
Spanish King------
Stoddard______
Surprise-------------
White Nicholas.--
W ickson^----------
Wildgoose-----------«
II
II
Willard
II
II
Wolf-
If
it
W yan t----------------
II
tt
II
l«
Yellow Moldavka
• I II. II l i
Y osebe------------- -
Wildgoose
Chicasaw.-
tt
tt
Sim oni------
Japanese--  
Domestica
O. A. Kenyon, M cG regor------
B. D. Herrman, Sigourney__
J. C. Bing, Ottosen-----------------
O. A. Kenyon, McGregor___
T. H. Gamble, Addison---------
J. C. Bing, Ottosen-----------------
F. O. Harrington, York Center
Experiment Station, Am es-----
Hiram Heaton, Glendale--------
| J. M. Moore, Mt. Zion
Americana -
Domestica-
Japanese _
Wildgoose-
Japanese
Americana
Domestica-
i t
II
Japanese--
F. C. Reese, Corning------
W. F. Lyman. Perry.- 
W. H. Ross, Spaulding-.. 
Experiment Station, Ames —
Hiram Heaton. Glendale-------
James R. Gillis, Mt. Pleasant--
C. F. Noe. Amana----------
F. O. Harrington, York Center ' 
W. W. Scott, Calamus-—-
A. E. Goodwin, Baxter —
Henry Aiken, Carroll------
C. F. Noe, Amana----------
Geo. Sommer, Amana------
O. A. Kenyon, McGregor------
B. D. Herriman, Sigourney----
E. A. Goodwin, Baxter — ........
Experiment Station, A m es... 
Experiment Station, Ames—  
T. H. Gamble, Addison--------
F. O. Harrington, York Center j
F. C. Reese, Corning________ '
Harlan Mills, St. Mary----------
James R. Gillis, Mt. Pleasant--
A. Bonnell, Dover----------------
B. D. Herrman, Sigourney ---
C. F. Noe, Amana__________
F. O. Harrington, York Center
Hiram Heaton, Glendale_____
J. C. Bing, Ottosen----------------
G. A. Ivins, Iowa F alls----------
O. A. Kenyon, McGregor------
Hiram Heaton, Glendale-------
E. A. Goodwin, Baxter----------
W. W. Scott, Calamus----------
J. C. Bing, Ottosen----------------
Experiment Station, Ames----
W. W. Scott, Calamus----------
Henry Aiken, Carroll------------
T. H. Gamble, A ddison-.:----
B. D. Herrman, Sigourney-----
s —■eu 0 S3 £
■pS 5 . c3 X
15 S"__0-
25 IOO
10 40
I IOO
5 IOO
12 16
10 IOO
IO IOO
16 3i
5 20
4 none
6 tt
: 5 ■I
10 IOO
; i7 35
i IOO
ii 73
i 13 100
3 66
5 6o
' 6 50
. 23 IOO
I IO none
8 12
! 5 IOO
i 12 41
i 3 none! ii
! 21 5
| '3 IOO
7 IOO
: 5 none
; io 30
22 13
IO 20
IO none
4 “
3 IOO
5 none
6 ii
8 ii
20 1
8 ii
10 ii
. 6 <
7 1 “
20 ! *1j
3
22 ! ioo
12 , IOO
12 8
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It should be explained that the test as to per cent injury 
was severe, inasmuch as each multiple bud of three to five 
blossoms (characteristic of plums) was counted injured when­
ever a single flower in the cluster was found discolored. It 
should also be stated that allowing in many cases the injured 
buds to amount to as much as 50 per cent we might even then 
expect a full crop if all the remaining buds matured fruit. In 
other words, the number of blossoms which open is often in 
excess of the capacity of the tree to set and mature fruit, and 
thinning is desirable, especially in the case of native plums. 
The tabular information is instructive from the standpoint of 
exhibiting class characteristics, varietal differences, and the 
effect of locality upon the variety. It should be observed that 
Domesticas and Japanese rank much below natives in hardi­
ness of fruit buds.
17
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II. THE VARIETY QUESTION IN IOWA.
By means of circular letters addressed to leading fruit 
growers, the writers are enabled to give a fairly accurate pre­
sentation of the popularity of the different varieties of native, 
European and Japanese plums in this state. These have been 
considered from the standpoint of home use as well as from 
that of market value. In presenting these data it has been 
thought best to arrange the information geographically so that 
it may have special significance for each tier of counties, work­
ing northward from the south line of the state. Table 
I shows graphically the comparative popularity of the better 
known varieties of native plums for home use and market. It 
is striking that three varieties of the Americana, DeSoto, 
Hawkeye, and Wyant, and one Hortulana, Miner, head the 
list for market and home use. The table does not include 
those mentioned less than five times for home use or market. 
Those less popular or newer varieties are combined and placed 
alphabetically in the subjoined list. It is proper to say that 
in this latter list are practically all the newer and in many cases 
really promising varieties. A rearrangement of the table five 
years hence would probably show a change of sentiment. The 
successful range of varieties of the grade of hardiness of Wild 
Goose, Milton, Pottawattamie, and Downing is shown to run 
from the sixth tier, or somewhat north of the center of the 
state, southward, while the Americanas are pre-eminently the 
plums for the north:
18
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TABLE I.
I .  NATIVE PLUMS RECO M M EN DED  FO R  M ARKET AND HOM E USE, 
BEG IN N IN G  AT SOUTH S ID E  OF STATE.
T I E R  O F  C O U N T IE S .
No. Answers Received.
FOR M ARKET.
DeSoto---------
Miner--- —-- -
Hawkeye-------
Wyant---------
W olf_______ _____
Wildgoose________
Forest Garden----
Stoddard-------
Milton___________
Pottawattamie---
Weaver--------
Chas. Downing---
Hammer--------
FO R  HOM E USK.
DeSoto--------------
Miner .. . _ ----------
Wyant--------------
Hawkeye ------------
Wildgoose--------- - - -
Wolf____________________
Forest Garden---------
Pottawattamie---------
Stoddard----------- ..
Hammer-------- ----
Milton....... ............ ...........
Rollingstone----------
Poole Pride----------
Weaver-------------
1st 2d
t :
5 !
2 
2 !
io  15 
9 10
7
3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
11 I 11
15
10
9
3
8
3
1
1
1
1
1
6 ! 6
6 I 6
4 : 5
5 I 5
2 j 6
3 ! 1
13 6 7 8 5 5
5 3 6 5 3 3
12 4 S 6 I 2
4 3 4 3 i 2
•2 2 2 _____ _____ _____
1 5 i 4 —
7 2 3 3 I 2
3 “ _____ _____
2 I i
I
I. . . 2 i i
1 1 3 — — -
%
4
2
1 i
9th
Total
for
State.
! 68 
60 
46 
46 
44 
33 
21 
12 
11 
7 
7 
5 
5
7'
47
46
27
26
23
20
10
9
6
6
6
5
5
The following list, alphabetically arranged, includes all 
varieties mentioned by correspondents less than five times, 
either for home use or for market:
Beatty, Bixby, Canner, Champion, Chas. Downing, 
Cheney, Dewey, Etts, Fairchild, Forest Rose, Garden King, 
Gaylord, Gaylord Golden, Gen. Grant, Golden Beauty, Gol­
den Queen, Guilford No. 2, Guilford No. 4, Haag, Hybrid 
No. 5, Ida, Illinois Ironclad, Isabelle, Jones, Keith, Lillie, 
Lottie, Madam Leeds, Maquoketa, Nellie Blanche, Never 
Fail, New Ul®, Noyes’ Seedling, Peachleaf, Poole Pride, 
Pearl, Prairie Flower, Quality, Robinson, Rockford, Rolling- 
stone, Smith Red, Speer, Sunset, Wagner No. 5, Wayland, 
Whitaker.
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S u m m a r y  o f  T a b l e  II .— A study of Table II and a com­
parison of it with Table I brings home the conclusion that the 
Domesticas are much less popular— and rightly so— than the 
Americanas. It will be seen that no variety of the Domesti­
cas is recommended more than 29 times, while the aggregate 
number of varieties suggested is much less than in Table I, 
where the leading native kinds receive almost double that 
number of votes. Lombard, a favorite commercial Domestica 
in the east, heads the list here also. In the supplementary 
list containing the names of those recommended less than five 
times are a number of varieties some of which were intro­
duced by the Iowa Agricultural College, but in the main the 
commoner kinds of eastern Domesticas predominate. The 
table shows that Domestica and Japanese plums are practic­
ally uncultivated, except in the four southern tiers of counties. 
Of Japanese, Burbank and Abundance lead in popularity, they 
being the only varieties receiving over five votes.
T A B L E  II.
2. E U R O P E A N  A N D  J A P A N E S E  PLU M S  F O R  M A R K E T  A N D  H O M E  USE.
T I E R  O K  C O U N T IE S .
No. of Answers Received.
E U R O P E A N ,  M A R K E T .
Lombard-----------
Green Gage----
Tatge-----  --  --
Moore Arctic----  --
Blue Damson--- ----
Communia-------- -
1st
E U R O P E A N ,  H O M E  USE .
Lombard------------
Green Gage---  ------
Blue Damson--- ---
Tatge-------- ---
JA P A N E S E ,  M A R K E T .
Burbank------------
Abundance---- —
J A P A N E S E ,  H O M E  USE .
Burbank-----------
Abundance-----  - -
2d 3d 4th
IS 23 16
8 9 5
5 7
5 1
3 3 1
2 5 —
1 [ 2
3 2 4
3 5 ---
2 3
2
3 6 3
4 7 2
2 4 4
2 4 2
' j i Total 
7th iSth ,9th for
I i I :---
4 I
3
1C)
14 
11
Q
14
IO
6
5
21
20
'5 
11
The following is a list of European and Japanese plums 
both for home and market use, receiving less than five votes:
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European: Blood's Golden. Bradshaw, Communia. 
Deaton, Early Red, Early Red Seedling, English Seedling. 
German Prune, Glass Seedling, Golden Gage, Hudson Gage, 
Hungarian Prune, Imperial Gage, Mirabelle, Moore Arctic, 
Moldovka, Richland, Spanish King, Spaulding, Voronesh 
Purple, Vorenesh Yellow, Washington, Yellow King.
Japanese: Botan, Chabot, Golden, Xormand, Ogon, 
Orient, Wickson, Willard.
ANALYSIS OF TABLES I AND II.
The following analysis of the foregoing tables is, we 
trust, pertinent and useful. By referring to the proper county 
list, a resident of any portion of the state wishing to know 
what varieties have been most successful in that locality may 
obtain the best information based upon actual experience, 
obtainable, at the present time The variety question is always 
a difficult one. A variety may be entirely satisfactory in one 
orchard and practically worthless a mile away. This suggests 
the thought that conclusions relative to the success of varieties 
in different regions based upon analagous reasoning are not en­
tirely reliable Neither are generalizations based upon averages 
to be blindly followed: yet this is the best that can be done. It 
is much wiser to accept the home evidence offered by the suc­
cess of varieties already under test, than that winningly set 
forth by glowing circulars published a long distance from the 
planter. W e trust that beginners in fruit growing will consult 
these lists before placing their orders. W e would not dis­
courage the planting of untried varieties, but this work should 
be confined to an experimental basis.
3- VARIETIES OF PLUMS RECOMMENDED BY FRU IT  GROWERS 
FOR D IFFERENT PARTS OF THE STATE.
F i r s t  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties 
of Fremont, Page. Taylor, Ringgold, Decatur. Wayne, 
Appanoose, Davis, Van Buren and Lee. 5 answers.
Native, market.
W ildgoose----- 5 D e S o to -------------4 M in e r --------------3 M ilto n ------------- 2
Pottawattamie 2 H am m er---------- 1 W y a n t_______ 1
Native, home use.
W ild goose--- 5 Miner .............— 3 D e S o to -----r . .2  Pottawattamie .2
Forest G ard en -i M ilto n ------------ 1 H a w k e y e --------- 1
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Domestica, market.
L o m b a r d ------- 4 Green G age —  2 Moore A r c t ic --- i  R ichland ---------1
T a tg e -------..—  1 --------------------  "- -------------------------- --------------------------
Domestica, home use.
Lombard ------ 3 Green G a g e ------2 Blue Dam son._i R ic h la n d --------- 1
Imperial G a g e -i ----- -------------------  -------------------------- ----- --------------------
Japan, market.
Abundance _--2 B urban k---------- 2 W ickson ---------1 ---------------- ----------
Japan, home use.
B urbank-------- 3 A b u n d a n c e ----- 2 O g o n ----------------2 R ed June---------1
S e c o n d  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of Mills, 
Montgomery, Adams, Union, Clarke, Lucas, Monroe, W ap ­
ello, Jefferson, Henry, Des Moines, Louisa. 18 answers. 
■Native, market.
W ild g o o s e -.-io  M in e r ------------- 9 D e S o to ______ 8
W y an t------------7 H a w k e y e ___--6  M ilto n ------  5
Poole P rid e-- .2  S to d d a r d ---------2 ------------  ----------
Pottawattam ie 1 W e av e r-----  -.1  -----------  ----------
Native, home use.
D e S o to -------- 10
W o l f ______  5
W o l f ________ 8
H am m er— ----- 2
Gen. G ran t-----1
M adam eLeeds 1 
Domestica, market.
Lombard - - - -8  Green G a g e — 5 
E nglish Seed­
l i n g ------------2 Blood G o ld e n --1
Hudson G age .I Bradshaw -------- 1
W a sh in gto n ---i M o ld a v k a .-----1
Domestica, home use.
Green G a g e__3 L o m b a r d ---------3
E arlv R e d -------1
M in e r -------— q W y an t-------------- 7
H aw keye -------4 Poole Pride —  4
D e w e y ......... _i H am m er-----------1
M ilto n ----- ------- 1 S to d d a rd ----------1
W ildgoose - 
Pottawattamie 
Ida-----------------
Moore A rc tic --3  Blue D am son ..2
C om m unia-------1 E arly R e a . — 1
R ichland---------- 1 Voronesh _..i
Blue Damson-_2 
Richland - 1
Moore A rctic--2  
Voronesh - - . . . I
Burbank C h abot.— ......... 1 R ed June--------- 1
Burbank ---------2 Chabot
Blood Golden . 1 
Communia —  1 
Japan, market.
Abundance — 4 
Japan, home use.
Abundance .2
W ick so n -------- 1 --------------------------  ------ ---------------  -------- -----------------
T h i r d  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of 
Pottawattamie, Cass, Adair, Madison, Warren, Marion. 
Mahaska, Keokuk, Washington and Muscatine. 23 answers. 
Native, market.
1 R ed June____ 1
D e S o to ---------13 H a w k e y e - 13 M in e r ------  . . . 1 2
W o l f ------- — 9 W y a n t ------ - . . q Foiest Garden ..5
M ilton ...... .......3 P ottaw attam ie-3 Stoddard---------- 3
K e it h -----  — 2 M aquoketa ----- 2 R ob in son _____ 2
C h e n e y .-----  -I Forest R o s e — t Illinois Ironclad 1
L i l l i e - -  - - - - - r N ellie B la n ch e-1 P eachleaf--------- 1
Prairie Flow er. 1 R o c k fo r d --------- 1 --------- -----------------
W e aver---------- r  --------------------------- ----- --------------------
W ild g o o se . — 11 
Chas. Downing 4 
Golden Beauty-2
B ix b y -------------- 1
J o n e s---------------1
Poole P rid e__ 1
W a y I a n d ____ 1
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Native, home use.
D e S o to ---------15 M in e r --------------10
H a w k e y e ------- 5 Pottawattamie -5
S to d d ard --------3 Golden B eau ty. 2
E t t a --------------- 1 Golden Q u e e n --1
H am m er-------- 1 Illinois Ironclad 1
M aq u o k eta-----1 Peachleaf---------- 1
Prairie F lo w e r-1 Rollingstone —  1 
Domestica, market.
L o m b ard --------9 Green G a g e ------ 7
Moore A rc tic --3  Hungar’nPrune 2
W ildgoose ----- 9 W y an t--------------
W o l f ----------- .-5  Chas. Downing -
M ilton --------------2 C a n n e i______ 1
Forest G ard tn - -1 Forest R ose___ 1
Isabella . 
Pearl
-1 L o ttie -------------- 1
. . . i  Poole P r id e ----- 1
G lass S e ed lin g-1 
S p a u ld in g____ 1
E nglish Seed
l i n g .........—  1
Spanish K in g --i
Domestica, home use.
Green G a g e ----- 5 Blue Damson
T a tg e ---------------2 English Seed­
lin g------------
Moore A r c tic ----- ---------------------
Japan, market.
Abundance — 7 
W illard---------- 1
Blue D a m so n ..; T a tg e ---------------S
R ic h la n d ---------2 Communia - i
Imperial G a g e -i M bldavka____ 1
L o m b a r d ---------2 Spanish King-_2
Golden G a g e -- - i  Imperial G a g e -i
B urbank---------- 6 O g o n ----------------3 R ed J u n e --------- 1
B otan ________ 2 —
Japan, home use.
A b u n d a n c e — 4 B u r b a n k -......... 4
F o u r t h  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of 
HarrisOn, Shelby, Audubon, Guthrie, Dallas, Polk, Jasper, 
Poweshiek, Iowa, Johnson, Cedar, Clinton, and Scott. 16 
answers.
Native, market.
D e S o to -------- 15
H a w k e y e -----8
Chas. Dow ning 1
N ew  U lm .......1
Pottawattam ie 1
Native, home use.
D e S o to ---------13
H aw keye - — 4 
H ybrid No. 6 --I  
W e a v e r .-------- 1
W y a n t----------- 10 W o l f --------------- 9 Forest Garden 8
M in e r ------------- 8 S to d d a r d ---------3 W ild go o se____ 3
H am m er---------- 1 H ybrid No. 6 --1  M ilto n ___  1
W agner No. 5.1 S u n s e t------------- 1 W e a v e r ----------- 1
W y a n t-------
Stoddard —
M ilto n -------
W o lf_____
.12 Forest G ard e n .7 M in e r ________5
-3 H am m er----------2 W ildgoose____ 2
-- I  S u n se t----- ------- 1 W agn er No. 5 --1
--I __________________________________________
Domestica, market.
L o m b a r d ------ 5 D e a to n -------------3
E arly R e d __ 1 M o ld o v k a ---------1
Domestica, home use.
L o m b a r d ___ 4 D e a to n ----- ------ 3
M irabelle -----1 M o ld a v k a --------1
Japan, market.
B urbank---------3 A b u n d a n c e ------2
Japan, home use.
Burbank---------4 A b u n d a n ce___ 2
Communia -- -2  
Moore A r c t ic .-1
B radshaw - 
T a tg e  . . .
- _ - i  
—  1
Bradshaw--------
Yoronesh Y e l­
low ______
1 C o m m u n ia ----- 1
R ed June-------- 1 W ickson-
U» 
SO
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F i f t h  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of 
Monona, Crawford, Carroll, Greene, Boone, Story, Marshall, 
Tama, Benton, Linn, Jones and Jackson. 7 answers.
N ative , market.
D e S o to ----------6
W ild g o o se----- 3
Champion —  1
Smith R e d ----- 1
N ative, home use.
D e S o to -____ 6
M in e r------------3
W ild go o se___2
M in e r ------------- 6 W y an t_______ 5 H a w k e y e ---------4
W h ita k e r -------- 2 W o l f --------------- 2 B e a tty -------------- 1
Fairchild  
Stoddard. -
Forest Garden . - i  Noyes S e ed lin g-1
H am m er-------- 1 Noyes S e ed lin g-1
W e aver---------- 1 --------------- -----------
W o l f --------------- 5 W y a n t------------- 4
B e a tty .......... . . . 2  Forest G ard en.2
C h am pio n --------1 Chas. D o w n in g-1
Smith R e d ___ 1
H awkeye . 
W h ita k er. 
Fairchild . 
W ayland ------------ 1
Domestica, market.
C om m unia-----1 Lombard --------- 1 T a t g e -----  -
Domestica, home use.
Com m unia-----1 M irabelle----------1 Richland -
Japan, market.
A b u n d a n ce — 1 B urbank_____ 1 C h a b o t------
O r ie n t ----------- 1 ------ --------------------  --------------- --
Japan, home use.
Botan------------- 1
O r ie n t----------- 1
-i T atge
. 1 N o rm an d -------- 1
B urbank---------- 1 Chabot ----- 1 Normand
S i x t h  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of 
Woodbury, Ida, Sac, Calhoun, Webster, Hamilton, Hardin, 
Grundy, Blackhawk, Buchanan, Delaware and Dubuque. 11 
answers.
N ative, market.
D e S o t o --------- 6 M in e r ------ ----- 6
W y a n t----------- 5 W e a v e r ______4
S to d d a rd -------2 Guilford No. 2 1
M in e r ------------- 6
W e aver------------3
Guilford No. 2.1
N a tive , home use.
D e S o to --------  7
Forest Garden 3
W o l f _______ 2
Rollingstone - 1 --------------------------
Domestica, market.
Blue Dam son. 1 German P ru n e-1
T a tge —  — 1 ------------------ -------
Domestica, home use.
W o l f ________ 6
Forest G arden-2 
Guilford No. 4.1
W y a n t------------ 5
Stoddard--------2
Guilford No. 4.1
H a w k e y e ---------5
Rollingstone — 2 
W ild go o se ------- 1
H a w k e y e -------- 4
W ildgoose-------2
M ilto n ------------ 1
Glass S e ed lin g -1 L o m b a rd -------- 1
E arly Red
S e e d lin g --1 
Voronesh Y e l­
low ----------- 1
Japan, market.
B u rban k-------- 4
Japan, home use. 
Abundance — 1
Germ an Prune-i L o m b a rd -------- 1 T a t g e -------------- 1
Abundance -----3
BurbanV.
G o ld e n ------------1
G o ld e n ------------1
Ogon . 
Ogon .
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S e v e n t h  T i e r  of counties consisting of the counties of 
Plymouth, Cherokee, Buena Vista, Pocahontas, Humboldt, 
Wright, Franklin, Butler, Bremer, and the south half of 
Fayette and Clayton. 11 answers.
Nature, market.
M in e r ______ q DeSoto ______ 8 W y a n t--------------6 H a w k e y e --------- 5.
W o l f ------------- 5 Forest G arden-2 B ix b y --------------- 1 R o ck fo rd --------- 1
S toddard--------1 -------------  ----------- -- ------ ---------- --------- ------------------  ---------
N ative, home use.
D e S o to _____ 8 W yan t - . ----------- 6 M in e r _______ 5 Forest G a rd e n -3
H a w k e y e -------3 Rollingstone -- .2  B ix b y ------ --------1 C h e n e y ........ .1
S p ee r------------- 1 W o lf------ ---------- 1 ---------- ----------- --------------------- --------
Domestica, market.
Green G age - - i  L o m b a r d -------- 1 Moore’s A rctic. 1 ---------------------------
Domestica, home use.
L o m b a r d ___ 1 T a t g e --------------- 1 Yellow  K in g — 1 --------------------------
Japan, market.
B u r b a n k --------1 ------------ -------------- --------------------------  ------------------ -------
Japan, home use.
O g o n --------------1 --------------------------- ------------------ -------  ----- --------------------
E i g h t h  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of 
Sioux, O ’Brien, Clay, Palo Alto, south half of Kossuth, all 
of Hancock, Cerro Gordo, Floyd and Chickasaw, the north 
half of Fayette and Clayton, and the south half of Winni- 
shiek and Allamakee. 7 answers.
N ative, market.
M in er------------ 4 D e S o to -------------3 H a w k e y e --------- 2 W o l f --------------- 2
Forest Garden 1 Forest R o se------ 1 G a y lo r d ........... -I  G aylord Golden 1
H a a g _______ 1 N ever F a i l- ------ 1 Q u a lity ------------ 1 R o llin g sto n e---I
W y a n t------------1 --------------------------- ------------------------------  -------------------------
N ative, home use.
D e S o t o _____ 5 W o l f ________ 4 M in er---------------3 Forest C ard e n -1
Forest R o s e --1  G a y lo r d -----------1 Gaylord Golden 1 H a a g ---------
H a w k e y e -------1 N ever F a i l . ------1 Q u a lity ------------ 1 R ollingston e— 1
W y a n t------------1 --------------------------------------------------------  ----- --------------------
Domestica, market.
None recommended.
Damestica, home use.
Com m unia___1
No Japan plums recommended.
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N i n t h  T i e r  of counties, consisting of the counties of 
Lyon, Osceola, Dickinson, Emmet, the north half of Kossuth, 
Winnishiek, Worth, Mitchell, Howard and Allamakee. 6 
answers.
N ative, market.
D e S o to ---------- 5 H a w k e y e--------- 3 M in e r --------------3 W o l f ----------------3
ForestGarden-2 W y an t------------- 2 H am m er-----------1 R o ck fo rd --------- 1
Rollingstone - - i  -------------------------- -------------------------- ----- --------------------
Native, home use.
D e S o to ---------- 5 M in e r --------------3 Forest G arden-.2  H a w k e y e ----------2
W y an t------------2 H am m er------- 1 Rollingstone —  1 ------- -----------------
Domestica, market.
German Prune 1 T a t g e -------------1  ------- ------------------  -------------------
Domestica, home use.
German Prune 1 -------------------------  ----------- -------------- --------------------------
Japan, market.
A b u n d a n ce— 1 Burbank---------- 1 --------------------------  --------------------------
Japan, home use.
None recommnded.
4.  E N E M I E S . ’
a. Native Plums.— In reply to the question asking for 
an enumeration of the worst enemies, curculio is mentioned 
72 times, gouger 19, aphis 17, rot 10, black knot 1, plum 
pocket 1. The reports indicate that the severity of the attack 
and prevalence of the enemy correspond in a general way to 
the abundance of the host plant. The more plum trees the 
more enemies. Successful fruit growing means the waging of 
an incessant and successful warfare against persistent enemies.
b. Domestica Plums.— The order of the importance 
of injurious insects differs somewhat to that given above. 
Curculio, rot, aphis, gouger, and borers represent the degree 
in which domestica plum enemies are feared.
c. Japanese Plum s.— With these the order again 
changes. Rot rises to first rank importance, followed by cur­
culio, gouger and borers.
5. C L I P P I N G S  FROM C O RR ESPON DENCE.
a. Iow a .— “ I grow mostly native varieties. Fruit shipped to M innea­
polis and St. Paul in 24 quart cases; average gross price 1899, $1.50 per 
case.” (John F. Dayton, W aukon.) ‘
“ Domesticas and Japanese not hardy here.” (Sherman Nursery Co., 
Charles City.)
“ W ild fruit has interfered with the m arketing of cultivated sorts, but 
the native groves are mostly gone and it is now profitable to grow the
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Americana varieties for sale. Markets areas yet undeveloped and no 
regular customers are established.” (Elmer Reeves, Waverly.)
“The plum does best on rather low rich ground, and for best results 
cultivate them thoroughly, or mulch heavily with manure. Trimming 
should be done annually in spring before blooming.” (G. A. Ivins, Iowa 
Falls.)
"I had Wyant plum on Marianna stocks that winter killed. I had 
Wyant plum on native plum that bore two bushels, which stood within 20 
feet of those on Marianna stocks, which killed outright last winter.” (W. 
E. Lanning, LaPorte City.)
“Domestica and Japanese varieties have not proved successful.” "I 
think we had better stick to our best native plums here in the north. We 
have several now that are perfectly hardy, good bearers of good market­
able plums of very good quality.” (C. W. Conner, Sac City.)
"The Americana and some few kinds of Chicasaw plums are the only 
kinds I found hardy the past winter. I will also add that I have six or eight 
varieties of Russian plums that are entirely hardy but they are nearly 
worthless.’ (M. G. Beals, Oto.)
“There is no money in fruiting any Domestica plums so far as I know, 
unless the season is extremely dry and cool so that we can get a crop free 
from rot. The only possible hope lies in seedlings.” “Next to our native 
I consider the Japanese varieties most profitable. I begin to have doubts 
of real success with them after my extensive trial of foreign plums. Our 
natives are the only real money makers.” (Dr. A. B. Dennis Cedar Rapids.)
“Notwithstanding last winter’s great damage and loss of trees, we had 
here a fair crop of extremely fine plums. The Wyant, DeSoto and Miner 
were exceptionally good. When the natives under scientific culture have 
reached that point of perfection destined for them in future years, I believe 
that the Europeansand Japanese will forever pass into ‘innocuous desuetude.’ ” 
(Wm. Langham, Cedar Rapids.)
“Of the Domesticas, Communia is the best of a long list, but we would 
not plant it extensively None of the Japs have proved sufficiently re­
liable.” “The past winter’s experience settled the stock question with us. 
Neither peach, Myrobalan or Marianna are any good here.” (S. W. Snyder, 
Center Point.)
“While the Japs have produced an occasional crop I do not think them 
hardy enough for this state. Plums to keep well should be picked when 
well colored but before they get soft. They should be shaken from the 
tree by placing a sheet with some hay or straw under it beneath the tree.” 
(Chas. O. Garrett, Ivy.)
"Of Russians and North Germans I have tested (from the college farm) 
something likg thirty varieties, from 6 to 12 years planted and have not grown 
a perfect plum on one of them yet to my knowledge. An utter and absolute 
failure so far on my soil. (Frank O. Harrington, York Center:)
"I have never had a Domestica or a Jap that paid rent for the land for 
five consecutive years. (C. L. Watrous, Des Moines.)
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“ I think European plum culture should be more encouraged; the trees 
are longer lived and with us produce about as m any crops as the Am ericana  
sorts, and the quality is much better.” (Thus speaks so good an authority 
as Silas W ilson, Atlantic.)
“ T h e plum  orchard should occupy the highest ground to avoid frost. 
A  portion of the orchard should receive “broadcast” cultivation with plenty 
of manure. Another portion ought to be in fod and get cultivation immedi-
Figure S. T EN D ER  AND H A RD Y  FRU IT  BUDS. (Bailey.)
ately about the trees. Then these trees will pass such a winter as last 
winter without injury.” (B. A. Mathews, Knoxville.)
“ H ad about 100 bushels of Burbank, two years ago, but all rotted  
except 10 bushels. I picked those before they were ripe.” (H. Stichter, 
Washington.)
“ I have the European and Japan plum trees but never have got any 
plums yet because of the rot.” (A. C. Russell, O akville.)
"T h e  plum market has been injured here by selling such varieties as
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W ild Goose and Milton for cooking purposes. T h e y  are good to eat out of 
hand but unfit for cooking.” (E . L. H ayden, O akville.)
“ T h e W ild  Goose sold well with me the last two years and brings more 
m oney than other red plum s in our m arket.” (C. E . Deuel, W ashington.)
"N atives sold readily at $1.00 per bushel.” ‘‘Russians from A m es have  
not done w ell.” “ T h e Burbank bears m agnificently, and is very large, but 
when just ripening it rots.” (Hiram Heaton, Glendale.)
"T h e  Russians that I received from the college have not borne w ell.” 
(F. F. Luckenbill, Huron.)
“ I have fruited Ogon, Burbank and Abundance. T h e y are fine plums 
but the two latter rot bad ly on the trees here. I find Pottawattam ie and 
Miner good regular bearers. I find a good market for all I raise at the 
county seat. W ildgoose is a good bearer here.” (W. D. Moore, Decatur  
City.)
b. Opinions of Nebraska, Minnesota and Wisconsin Growers.—A 
superficial survey of the variety question was made through growers in 
some of the adjoining states. T h e  following shows the relative popularity  
of native varieties in Nebraska, as indicated b y  reports received: DeSoto, 
3; Miner, 3; W ildgoose, 2; Forest Garden, 1; Milton, 1; W olf, 1; W yant, i . (
"D oSoto fails on high dry hills if season is dry. Alm ost all natives bear  
fairly well here.” “ H ave lost faith in Japanese; they were all killed badly  
last winter; in fact they never did as well as I thought they ought.” (G. A . 
Marshall, Arlington, Neb.)
A  large number of replies were received from Minnesota; these con-, 
densed m ake a somewhat different showing.
DeSoto, 16; W yant, 10; Rollingstone, 9; Surprise, 8; H aw keye, 7; W olf, 
7; Stoddard, 5; Miner, 4; W eaver, 3; Aitkin, 2; Forest Garden, 2;:M ankato, 
2; N ew  Ulm , 2; Ocheeda, 2; Am erican E agle, Black Hawk, Comfort, C ott­
rell, D ecker’s Late, Gaylord, Hammer, Jones, Leudloff Seedling, Piper, 
Silas W ilson, and Wood, 1 each. W ildgoose and Milton drop out.
“ H ave tried Lombard, Green G age, and the Russians. T h e y  will not 
endure the clim ate. I do not consider the fruit superior to the native  
plum s.” “ W ith me the Japs went the same way the Europeanjdid. No  
good in this clim ate.’ ’ (J. C. Hawkins, Austin, Minn.) “ Europeans and 
Japanese too tender for this clim ate.” (John P. Andrews, Faribault.)
“ I have had Moore A rctic and Swedish Y ellow  E g g  for fifteen years; 
they have fruited two years; I call them worthless here.” “ I have sold all 
the plum s I have had to sell here on the farm, as there are very few that 
raise any.” “ W yant, DeSoto, N ew  Ulm , Stoddard, Hammer, H aw keye, 
Rockford and A itkin are entirely hardy here. Pottawattamie, W olf, Forest 
Garden, W eaver, Quaker, Esther, Sophie, and M arcas winter killed more 
or less here last w inter.” (Erik Anderson, L ake Park.)
“ I do not consider Dom esticas or Japanese hardy’ with us.” (J. W ood, 
Windom.)
“ I have the E arly Red, (Russian) in quite good condition.” (Martin  
Penning, Sleepy Eye.)
“ W e find plums do best on light soil.” (J. M. Underwood, Lake City.)
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“ I find-the plum one of the most profitable fruits I grow; alw ays in 
good dem and at home and abroad. Trees come into bearing early, are 
very productive, and people want them .” “ I have no time or money to 
spend on anything but the best improved native varieties. T h e y are good 
enough for me and my customers, while the European, Japanese, etc., are 
quite sure to disappoint all planters in M innesota.” (A. K . Bush, Dover.)
“ T h e greatest drawback to successful plum culture are the nurserymen 
who work the native plums on tender stocks like Mirianna, Myrobalan, St. 
Julien, etc. It seems to be a difficult matter at the present time to get plum  
trees that have hardy roots; it is a very serious matter.” “ A ll varieties of 
Russian plums tried here have proved worthless.” (Dewain Cook, W in- 
dom.)
“T h e  Dem esticas, Russians, and Japanese are not profitable in this 
section. I give  them no further trial; our natives are the best for us here, 
the above being poor bearers and not hardy enough.” (Chas. Leudloff, 
Cologne.)
“ Lombard, Domesticas, and Russians, winter k ill.” (O. M. Lord, M in­
nesota City.)
“ No Europeans of commercial value. Russian trees still looking well 
here after 8 years trial.” (Clarence W ed ge, Albert Lea.)
“ European plums not reliable here. H ave not seen any first class R us­
sians here. No Japanese have fruited with m e.” (J. S. Harris, LaCrescent.)
"H a ve tried some of the imported plums. No success with any, worth 
mentioning." (E. H. S. Dartt, Owatonna.)
A. Norby, Madison, S. Dak., recommends the following: W olf, W y ­
ant, New Ulm , Odegard, Rockford. H e also says: “ DeSoto, grafted, sets 
too much fruit and runs small. W olf is a better market plum here, freer 
from insects, and a more lasting tree.” “ Several varieties of the Russians 
have all proved very near a com plete failure.”
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III. VARIETY MENTION.
JOHN CRAIG. J. J. VERNON.
The object of presenting the following notes is mainly 
twofold, i. To encourage the work of hybridizing and of 
seed planting among professional and amateur fruit growers. 
A superficial survey of the historical notes appended in most 
cases to each variety show— the work of Terry excepted— that 
the great bulk of our improved Iowa varieties of native plums 
have originated accidentally. Such remarkable results with­
out effort should encourage fruit growers to labor perseveringly 
in this promising field. 2. To record briefly those varieties 
worthy of mention, the most of which have come under our 
notice during the year, samples of the fruit having been sent 
to this office. The varieties are arranged alphabetically with 
the name of the group immediately following the variety 
name. The list, by no means complete, includes a few of 
the leading varieties of the principal types now recognized by 
plum specialists. The purpose of the bulletin is chiefly to 
encourage the planting of those kinds which our own experi­
ence and that of the best fruit growers of the state show to 
be best adapted to Iowa. The amount of space at our dis­
posal will allow of only a brief mention in each case. 
Varieties are described from specimens grown at the station 
or received at the office except when otherwise credited. The 
name of the group to which the variety belongs is given in 
italics and immediately follows its name; synonyms are 
italicised and bracketed.
The writers in drawing attention to new and as yet unin­
troduced kinds, wish to disclaim any desire to recommend 
them unreservedly or even suggest that they are worthy of 
propagation. There is no doubt that many worthless varieties 
are offered every year as being improvements upon the old, 
yet their value cannot be determined without trial. There 
are also many persons to whom the testing of an untried vari­
ety is a real enjoyment. These varieties are offered, therefore, 
on behalf of the enthusiastic amateur as well as the strict 
commercialist.
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A b u n d a n c e ,  Japanese.
Medium to large roundish oblong, often unequal sided; color yellow, 
shaded with coppery and bright red. Flesh firm, m eaty, juicy, yellow, 
sweet, pleasant, but not high flavored; stone sm all; cling; season early  
August. T ree thrifty, upright in habit and in this respect is readily  
distinguished from the spreading habit of Burbank. This is the most 
ponu'ar of the early Japanese plums.
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A d m i r a l  S c h l e y ,  Am ericana.
Fruit, very large; round oblong; covered with bright red; bluish bloom; 
cling; excellent quality; ripe August 2 to 10. T ree healthy. (H. A., 
Terry, Crescent, la.)
Parentage unknown; originated under cultivation with H. A. 
Terry, Crescent, Pottawattam ie Co., Iowa, in 1897; first fruit 1899. Not 
yet introduced.
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A i t k i n ,  (Itasca) Nigra.
Fruit, large, oval, dark red; flesh yellow, fairly firm and sweet. Skin like 
most varieties of this group, thin and without astringency; pit large  
flat. T ree vigorous, leaves broad. This is probably the best early native 
plum of its size. Hansen says: “ It will be between A itkin and Odegard  
as to earliness, but I have not seen them side b y  side long enough to 
determine this point.” Cranefield (Rural N ew  Yorker Nov. 18, 18(59), 
says, “the earliest of native plums to date and of fair quality, but not 
very productive. R ipened at Madison, Wis., A ug. 12, 1899.” Goff 
says, Bulletin 63, W isconsin Experim ent Station: “ Found wild in 
A itkin Co., M inn., by D. C. Hazelton, introduced in 1896 by Jewell 
Nursery Co., L ake City, M inn.” Slight reports as to its susceptibility  
to plum pocket fungus have already been circulated.
Fig. 10—AMES.
A m e s , (Japanese Hybrid No.3 .) Am. x Trijlora.
Fruit received from J. L . Budd, Am es, Ia., August 10, ’99. Form round, 
conical;size inches b y iy& inches; cavity broad, shallow; stem  
stout, to %  of an inch; holds well to fruit; suture fairly outlined; 
apex slightly fllattened; surface smooth; color bright red; dots numer­
ous, large; bloom pale lilac, thin; skin moderately thick, slightly a c id ; 
flesh light yellow , fairly firm; stone medium, nearly oval, swollen later
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ally, very light colored, adherent to flesh; flavor sugary, rich; quality 
good to best.
General notes: T his is a handsome symmetrical fruit, sug­
gesting Augustifolia in flavor. It ought to ship, as it keeps well. I 
regard this as a valuable variety and have named it Am es. (See R e g ­
ister Dec. 3, 18gq.) Produced under direction of Prof. Budd by using 
Japanese pollen on Am ericana. T ree vigorous and hardy, intermediate 
in character.
A tk in s , (Beatty), Am ericana. M SS. W augh.
Fruit received from A. Snyder & Son, Center Point, la., Septem ber I. 
’09. Form  irregular, oval, slightly flattened; size, i3^xi%"xij^ inches; 
apex, sligh tly flattened; cavity, sm all; suture, a well defined red line; 
surface, smooth, shiny; color, yellow, overlaid with deeper red; dots, 
indistinct; bloom, thin lilac; skin, thin, acid not astringent; flesh, ten­
der, melting, deep yellow ; stone, large, flattened pointed both ends, 
partially cling; flavor, sugary sub acid; quality, best; season August 10 
to 20.
General notes: Som ewhat of W yant type in form, but much 
superior in quality. A  fine plum without astringency of skin or acid  
about stone. “T ree thrifty and upright.” (Royce.) Found on the 
farm of James Beatty, near Shellsburg, Benton Co., Ia .; probably a wild 
variety transplanted. Introduced b y R . R oyce, Shellsburg, la., about 
1894. Re-nam ed Atkins, by W augh, after the place of its origin, to pre­
vent it being confused with T ex as variety called B eaty— previously  
named.
B a rab o o , Americana.
Fruit, dull yellow overlaid with red; flesh, firm without astringency; 
good quality. Season, a little later than Cheney. Tree, thrifty, spread­
ing, sym etrical grower. Annual bearer. (W illiam  Toole, Baraboo, Wis.)
Found growing wild near Baraboo, W is., about i860; introduced 
by W illiam  Toole, Baraboo, W is., in 1897.
B ixby , Americana.
Fruit, large, nearly round, light red; skin, thin and tender; flesh, m od­
erately firm; ships well only a short distance; stone, medium to large, 
sem i-cling; season Auguest 10 to 20. Tree, rather spreading, free 
grower. (C. H. True, Edgw ood, Ia.)
Found wild on the homestead of R ev. N. W . Bixby, Edgewood, 
Clayton Co., Ia., in 1847; introduced b y C. H. True, Edgew ood, la., in 
1880. H ighly commended in northeast Iowa,
B e a ty , (Beaty's Choice), Americana.
Fruit, large, round, oblong,red-purple or red-blue; skin, medium thick; 
flesh, firm of high quality, cling; stones, broad and flat, like W eaver, 
late. Originated under cultivation in Southern T exas, by Mr. Beaty. 
See Bailey, Cornell Bulletin 38, p. 8.
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B o ss la n d , M iner x  Domestica and Wayland.
Fruit, medium to large, dark red; flesh, coarse, firm, dry, partly free­
stone; season early, Septem ber. Tree, healthy, vigorous, spreading; 
wood, dark; buds, large, round to heart-shaped; leaves, large, broad, 
thick, glossy. (Theo. W illiam s, Benson, Neb.)
Originated under cultivation with Theo. W illiam s, Benson, Neb., 
in 1895. H ybrid between Miner and Quackenboss and W ayland. T o  
be introduced spring 1900. Fruit not seen b y  us.
B r i t t le w o o d ,  Am ericana.
Fruit received from C. L . W atrous, Des Moines, Ia., August 28, ’99. 
Form, oval round; size, 1 ^ x 1 %  inches; cavity, shallow; stem, %  of an 
inch; suture, wanting; apex, rounded; surface, smooth but not glossy; 
color, dark red m ottled; dots, numerous, small; blooni, thick, grayish; 
skin, thick, slightly astringent; flesh, firm, m eaty; quality, good; stone, 
large, flat, partly free, flavor, sharp acid. Tree, large, spreading, v ig ­
orous.
General Notes; One of the largest Am ericana plums seen. O rigi­
nated with Theo. W illiam s, Benson, Neb. From seed of Harrison’ s 
peach pollinated with Quaker. T hese and T erry ’s Free Silver were 
the handsomest specimens that cam e under our notice this year. In­
troduced by J. W . Kerr, Denton, M d., 1896. Mr. W illiam s says 
another plum called Brittlewood originated from the same series of 
errors, except that in this case Q uaker was pollinated with Harrison’s 
peach. N early identical, but a  w eek later.
B u la h  No. 4, Hortulana.
Fruit, medium to large, dark red; ripens late; tree, vigorous, hardy) 
good foliage, bears young. (J. F. W agner, Bennett, Iowa.)
Originated under cultivation with J. F. W agner, Bennett, Cedar  
Co., Iowa, in 1894, from seed of Miner; pollinated b y  wild plum s not 
introduced.
B u rb an k , Japanese.
Large, roundish, conical; color, orange-yellow , partly covered b y  
marbled blotchy red; flesh, firm, rich m elting; stone, sm all, cling; 
season, a week or ten days later than Abundance, usually maturing  
before the m iddle of August. Tree, very erratic in habit of growth, 
flat-topped with decided sprawling and drooping tendencies. V ery  
productive and probably the hardiest of this class.
C ham pion , Americana._
Fruit received from H. A . T erry, Septem ber 22, 1899. Form , oblong’ 
oval; size, inches; cavity, medium; stem, %  inch, slender;
suture, barely outlined; apex, rounded, convex; surface, roughish; 
color, dull purplish red; dots, numerous, small; bloom, thick grayish
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lilac; skin, thick, brittle; flesh, yellow, fairly firm; stone, oval, free; 
flavor, lacking in decided flavor; quality, fair.
General notes: Late, but apparently not otherwise valuable. “ I 
think well of Champion, it comes at a time plums are getting scarce.” 
C. L. W atrous, D es Moines. From seed of H awkeye, by Terry. 1891. 
Introduced 1892.
C h e r r y ,  Nigra.
Flowers large, delicately shaded with pink; fruit, very large, red or 
yellow; season two weeks earlier than DeSoto. Tree, thiifty, early 
bearer. (E. M arkle, L a Crosse, Wis.)
Found wild by E . M arkle in Mormon ravine near Chaseburg, V er­
non Co., W is., about 1870; introduced by E . M arkle, L a C ro sse, W is. 
Like most varieties belonging to this group it is very susceptible to the 
plum  pocket disease.
C h ip p e w a , Am ericana.
Fruit, received from B. A . Mathews, Knoxville, Iowa, August 23, 1897. 
Form, regular o v a l; size, small; cavity, wanting; stem, 14 inch to % 
inch slender; suture, wanting; apex, pointed; surface, smooth, dull; 
color, yellowish red; dots, numerous, sm all; bloom, thin lilac; skin, 
rem arkably tough; flesh, yellow, m elting; quality, fair; stone, small 
partly free; flavor, sweetish, astringent, pleasant.
General notes: Skin too tough to co'olc w ell; fruit too small for 
commercial purposes.
C h r is t ie ,  Am ericana.
Fruit received from W . Christie, Jr., V illisca, Iowa, August 20, 1899- 
Form, round truncate; size, medium; apex, flattened; cavity, w id e ’ 
suture, wanting; surface, smooth; color, yellow ground, covered by red; 
dots, none; bloom, light lilac; skin, thick; flesh, yellow, fairly firm, 
m elting; stone, circular, thick, laterally adherent to fllesh; flavor, sweet, 
luscious; quality, best.
General notes: Rather small, lacking in attractiveness, but ex­
cellent in quality. A  wild plum  taken from the thicket by Mr. Christie 
in 1887.
C ity ,  Americana.
Fruit, of good quality, perfect freestone; season, Sept. 8 to 15. Tree, 
upright when young, but with w eeping tendency when older; almost 
thornless. (H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn.)
Originated under cultivation with H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn., 
early in the eighties, from seed of large wild plum found near Spring­
field: introdused by him in 1890. W ell spoken of in-M innesota and 
South Dakota.
C o l lm a j j ,  Hortulana.
Fruit, very large, nearly round, deep brilliant red, with whitish bloom; 
cling; fine quality; ripe August 20 to 25. Tree, upright, healthy; fairly  
productive. (Terry.)
Parentage unknown; originated under cultivation with H . A . Terry  
in 1895; first fru' 1 1899; not introduced.
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Fruit, received from C . L.W atrous, Des Moines, Iowa, August 18, 1899. 
Form, roundish oval; size, iM ; cavity, very slight; stem, yi inch 
long; suture, an indistinct line; apex, roundish; surface slightly rough­
ened; color, mottled purplish red; dots, large, numerous; bloom, thin 
lilac; skin, thick, tough, astringent; flesh, firm, m eaty; stone, free, no 
astringency about stone; flavor, brisk acid; quality, good.
General notes; Midseason. T ree much like H aw keye, fruit of 
the same general type. Introduced by J. W ragg & Son, W aukon, in 
1S79.
im foR T , Americana.
FIG . 11.
m m u n ia , Domestica.
Fru t received  from Sam ’ l Rose, Oskaloosa, la., Septem ber 2, ’99. 
Form , oval, flattened at both ends; size, large, 1 ^ x 1  yi, inches; cavitv, 
deep broad, abrupt; stem, stout, y% of an inch; suture, well defined, not 
deeply m arked; apex, flattened, somewhat depressed; surface, nearly 
smooth; color, reddish purple; dots, large gray; bloom, thin lilac; skin,
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thick, fairly tough; flesh, meaty, rather stringy; stone, small (relatively) 
ridged, winged adherent; flavor, mild sub-acid; quality, poor to fair.
General Notes: , Fruited very generally this year; undoubtedly of 
the Lom bard type, but larger, lacking in high flavor. Scions received by  
Budd from a Mr. Eggerth, an officer of the German colony at Com m u­
nia, Clayton Co., Ia., eighteen years ago. Said to have been grown 
from imported seed. W id ely distributed by Prof. Budd. See Lombard.
C om pass ,/’. Besseyi x P. Hortulana.
Fruit about one inch in diameter, spherical or ellipsoid, cherry-red; pit 
elongated, a little larger than that of Sand Cherry; quality, good. 
Tree, very rapid upright grower while young, annual heavy bearer; 
foliage, large, somewhat like Sand Cherry, but much coarser; root, sys­
tem similar to Sand Cherry; hardy; thought by many to be a valuable  
fruit. (H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn.)
Originated under cultivation with H. Knudson, from seed of wild 
Dakota Sand Cherry, pollinated with Miner plum, in 1891, first fruit in 
1894; introduced in 1897 by C. W . Sampson, Eureka, Minn. Interest­
ing, as exhibiting rem arkable intermediateness of character. Hardly 
useful as a plum, but may have some value in the Dakotas.
C rim son , Nigra.
Fruit, large, 1%  to inches, light red, very showy; thin skin; stone, 
rather long, large, flattish; quality, good; season, earliest— last of July. 
Tree, does not sprout, blossoms very early. (H. Knudson, Springfield, 
Minn.)
Introduced by H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn.
C u r ry , Hortulana.
Fruit received from S. L. Curry, W eldon, Iowa, August 21, 1899. Form, 
oval, flattened laterally; size, large, iJ ^ x iX x ifs  inches; cavity, deep, 
shallow; suture, indistinct, swollen along line; apex, irregular in out­
line; surface, roughish, dull; color, dark purplish red; dots, small, 
grayish; bloom, thick, lilac; skin, thick, without astringency; flesh, 
yellow, firm; stone, large, flat, rigid along wing; flavor, acid, very  
slightly astringent; quality, good.
General notes: Season, first half of August. This is one of the 
largest of the native plums. Looks like a Dom estica in color of skin 
firmness of flesh. Not introduced.
D a n is h  Dam son (Kreger) Domestica.
Fruit, round, %  to of an inch in diam eter; beautiful light blue; best 
quality for preserving and canning, and very good to eat out of hand; 
colors four weeks before ripe; free stone; season first or second w eek in 
September. Tree, upright grower, hardy, hardiest of Dom esticas here 
tested; bears young and regularly; seems as hardy in bud as Am eri­
canas. (H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn.)
Scions were imported from Denm ark in the spring of 1884, by H, 
Knudson, and introduced by him a few years later.
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D a v e n p o r t .  (Fluke A .) Americana.
Fruit received from X . K. Fluke, Davenport, la., Septem ber 18, 1899. 
Form, regular oval, sometimes conical, sometimes flattened latterly; 
size, iJ ^ x if ix iX  inches; apex, rounded; cavity, very small; suture, a 
faint line; surface, smooth; color, clear yellow, with faint pink blpsh; 
flesh, deep yellow, firm; dots, none; skin, very thin non-astringent; 
stone, small, ovate, free; flavor, pleasant sugary sweet, non-pruniose; 
quality, best.
General notes: A  handsome yellow free stone plum without acidity 
about stone or astringency in skin; decidedly valuable. From seed of 
DeSoto. Originated under cultivation by Mr. Fluke. Not introduced.
D f . a t o n ,  Do/nestica.
Fruit received from Am os Garretson, D es Moines, la., Septem ber 1/99  
Form, oval truncate; size, medium i|4xi 3 -16 x 1^  inches; eavity, deep  
narrow abrupt; stem, stout, >Vxi inch; suture, shallow, broad shallow; 
apex, flattened, oblique; surface, smooth; color, greenish yellow; dots, 
small, numerous; bloom, thin, almost white; skin, thin; flesh, greenish, 
firm, melting; quality, best; stone, adherent to flesh; flavor, a vinous 
sweet.
General notes: A  plum of the Reine Claude type. From a 
sprout of Domestica plum planted some years ago near Des Moines. 
Introduced by J. W ragg & Son, VVaukee, la.
D e S o t o ,  Americana.
Description unnecessary; well known and much appreciated. T he  
weak point of this variety seems to be its lack of ability to stand dry 
weather. For best results plant on low rich ground and thin the fruit. 
Native of Iowa.
D o m e s t ic  P l u m s .
For characteristics of this group see page 236.
T h e  following are among the leading varieties of this class; Shrop­
shire, Damson. Reine Claude, Jefferson, Lombard, W ashington, M ag­
num Bonum, Pond Seedling, Italian Prune, German Prune, Glass 
Seedling, Bradshaw, Duane Purple.
1 ) r .  D e n n i s ,  Americana.
A  seedling of H aw keye by Terry.
Fruit, large, of good quality. Season, August 20 to Septem ber 1. 
D i a n a ,  Americana.
Fruit received from H. A . Terry, Crescent, la., August 28, 1899. Form, 
truncate, conical or oval; size, i j ^ x i ^  inches; cavity, shallow, small; 
stem, short stout; suture, clearly marked; apex, flattened; surface, 
smooth; color, yellow ground; dots, indistinct; bloom, thin lilac; skin, 
thick, acid; flesh, yellow, m eaty; stone, large, flat, oval, cling; flavor, 
brisk, clear acid; quality, good.
General notes: A large handsome plum of the Van Buren type. 
Shows some tendency to crack. Grown from seed of H aw keye by H.
A. Terry. Not introduced. (Terry, Catalogue, 1899.)
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D o w n in g  (Chas.) Wildgoose.
Fruit received from C. L. Watrous, D es Moines, Ia., August 18, 1899. 
Form, round; skin, thin; size, medium to large; color, bright red; flesh, 
juicy but firm; quality, good.
General notes: Tree, low spreading grower, flat topped; fruit 
coloring, but not fully ripe at this date. Th is variety does well in the 
vicinity of D es Moines; north of that point the fruit buds are apt to be 
injured. Originated with Terry, 1882.
E d i t h ,  Americana.
Fruit received from E . L. Hayden, O akville, Ia., August 18, ’99. Form  
globular; size, medium; cavity, sm all; suture, indistinct; apex, rounded; 
surface, smooth, shiny; color, dark red; dots, small, numerous; bloom, 
thick, lilac; skin, thin; stone, medium; flavor, pleasant; quality, good; 
mid-season.
General notes: T ree an upright vigorous grower. From seed of 
Iowa Beauty, grown by Mr. H ayden; not introduced.
E l d o r a d o ,  Am ericana.
Fruit, received from H. A . Terry, Septem ber 4, 1899. Form, roundish, 
truncate; size, i Mx i X  inches; cavity, medium; suture, practically  
wanting; apex, flattened; surface, smooth, marbled; color, yellow  over­
laid with red; dots, small; grayish; bloom, thin, lilac; skin, thick, 
entirely non-astringent; flesh, firm, yellow ; stone, regular, oval, ridged 
near margin; flavor, brisk sub-acid; quality, good.
General notes: T h e  chief feature about this is its thick, non­
astringent skin which should render it a good shipper. Introduced 
1899 by H. A . Terry, with whom it originated.
E m i ly  M a y , Domestica.
Fruit, received from Lillian A . Trotter, Owen Sound, Ont., Can., Sep­
tem ber 8, 1899. Form, oval, slightly e gg  shape; size, large, 2 in. by  
i ^ b y i ^ i n . ;  cavity, deep, narrow; stem, stout %  in.; suture, a 
well marked groove; apex, flattened; surface, smooth; color, clear, 
light yellow; dots, wanting; bloom, very thin lilac; skin, thin; flesh, 
firm, melting, tough nextstone; stone, small, surface rough, free; flavor, 
delicate, primrose; quality, good.
General notes: A  large, handsome plum, of Pond Seedling type, 
but of better quality.
Em m a, Am ericana.
Fruit received from H. A .T e r r y , Crescent, Ia., Septem ber 8, ’99. Form  
roundish; skin, thin; size, fair to medium; flesh, very m eaty for one of 
this class; stone, large, adherent; flavor, rather acid; quality, good.
General notes: A  dark red plum about the size of W olf. Intro­
duced by Terry, 1899.
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Fruit, roundish large, greenish yellow  marbled with coppery red; flesh 
yellowish translucent with yellow veins, rather tender, stringy, juicy; 
mild sub-acid almost sweet; good to very good. (Description by W . A. 
Taylor, Assistant Pom. Dep. A g ., W ashington, D. C.)
T ree somewhat resembles a young thrifty E arly  Richmond Cherry; 
bark on stem of tree is spotted with cork-like excrescences; buds very  
conspicuous, large, long, Am ericana-like; more productive and better 
for canning than Burbank; hardy and fruitful where Burbank fails in
E m e r a l d ,  Triflora x  Americana.
Figure 13.
fruit bud. (Theo. W illiam s.) Originated under cultivation with Mr. 
W illiam s by crossing Burbank with Brittlewood, and planted in 1896. 
Not introduced. T h is was one of the largest and handsomest plums 
that cam e under our notice last season.
E u r e k a , Americana.
W e have not seen the fruit of this. T h e following is by Theo. W illiam s. 
Fruit, very large, heart-shaped, yellowish red to purple; flesh, firm; 
cling; season, July 1 10. Mr. W m . A . Taylor, Assistant Pomologist, 
D ep. of A gr., W ashington, describes the fruit thus: “ Roundish, dull 
brownish red yellowish, translucent flesh, meaty, moderately juicy;
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good to very good.” Mr. W illiam s says: ‘ ‘Tree, upright, very strong, 
fruit, sparse; fruit buds, long; pointed leaves, large.”
Originated under cultivation with Mr. W illiam s, from seed of 
Cheney in 1896. Not introduced.
F a i r c h i ld ,  Americana.
Fruit received from A . Snyder & Son, Center Point, Ia., Septem ber 1. 
1899. Form, Ellipsoid, irregular; size, i ^ x i ^ x i ^  inches; cavity, 
shallow; suture, outlined but not depressed; apex, oblique or rounded; 
surface, smooth; color, yellowish to deep red, marbled; dots, large, 
gray; bloom, thin, lilac; skin, thick, brittle, slightly astringent; flesh, 
yellow, firm; stone, medium size, flat, winged, adherent; brisk sub-acid! 
quality, fair to good.
Fairly attractive and of good quality. From  seed of DeSoto sup­
posed to have been fertilized with pollen of a Nebraska wild plum. 
Grown by J. H. Fairchild, Linn Co., Ia.,in  1894. Introduced in 1899 
b y A . Snyder &  Son, Center Point, Iowa.
Fancy , Hortulana.
Fruit, large to very large, oblong, yellow with shading of light red; 
faint lilac bloom; skin, thin, tough, without astringency; flesh, firm, 
sweet, juicy; s'tone, medium to small, cling; flavor, rich peach when 
canned. It is firm and would be a shipping plum. Season A ugust 20 
to Septem ber 1. Tree, stocky, round spreading top, very prolific. (E- 
L. H ayden, O akville, Ia.) Consider it the best of 50 varieties.
Originated with John Brown, O akville, Louisa Co., Ia., in 1885, be­
ing a sprout from the stock of a W ild  Goose tree. Not yet introduced.
F o r e s t  G a r d e n , Americana.
One of the older varieties. A  handsome fruit of good quality; nearly 
a free stone. T h e  tree is spraw ling in character and breaks down 
readily if the branches are not annually shortened in. A n Iowa variety  
found wild near Cedar Rapids. Goff says, "Introduced b y H. C. R a y ­
mond of Council Bluffs in 1882.”
F r e e  S i lv e r ,  Americana x Hortulana.
Fruit received from H. A . Terry, Crescent, Ia. Form, regular oval; 
size, large, i ^ x i K  inches; cavity, sm all shallow; stem, Yt, to ]/2 in ch ;, 
suture, indistinct; apex, rounded; surface, smooth but not shiny; color, 
a clear'dark red; dots, small, gray; bloom, thin lilac; skin, thin, tough  
acid but not astringent; flesh, firm but melting; stone, large, ovate, 
pointed, flattened, acid next to stone, adherent; flavor, a m ingling of 
Am ericana and Augustifolia; quality, good; season end of August.
General notes: One of the largest and handsomest native plums 
yet produced. Flavor strongly indicative of a strain of Miner blood. 
A  very promising plum. Grown from seed of V an  Buren; bore fruit in 
1896. Introduced for trial in 1900 b y the originator, H. A. Terry.
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Fruit, medium to large, oval, scarlet; flesh sweet, juicy, often arom atic; 
small, freestone; keeps well, clings well to trees; season August 10. 
Tree rapid grower; heavy bearer; leaves large, long, light green. (A. 
R. Prescott, Postville, Iowa.)
Found wild in 1853. Judge E lias Topliff, of D eSoto, W is., culti­
vated this in 1861; from him obtained by A . R . Prescott, Postville, 
Allam akee Co., Iowa, who introduced it in 1896.
G a y lo r d ,  Americana.
Fruit, received from B. A . Matthews, K noxville, Iowa, A ugust 16, 1699. 
Form, ovate; size, medium; cavity, sm all; stem, %  inch long; suture, 
outlined but not depressed; apex, slightly pointed; surface, smooth; 
color, yellow, clouded with red; dots, none; bloom, thin lilac; 
skin, thick, bitterish; flesh, yellow, m elting; stone, medium to large, 
oval, separates easily; flavor, brisk, sub-acid, juice sweet; quality, fair.
General notes. Not specially promising; skin too thick and astrin­
gent. Found wild by D avid Hardman, Nora Springs, Iowa, about 46 
years ago. Introduced by Edson Gaylord, Nora Springs, Iowa.
G a y lo b d  G o ld ,  Americana.
“ Medium size of a beautiful shiny gold  color; free stone, pit small; 
quality, good; season first of Septem ber.” Gaylord.
Found by John Henry, Nora Springs, la., about twenty years ago 
in Rock Grove timber. Scions distributed by Edson Gaylord.
G o ld ,  Americana.
Fruit received from H. A. Terry, Crescent, la., August 31, 1899. Form, 
ovoid or round; size, medium, iiV x ij'j  inches; cavity, shallow, sm all; 
stem, short; suture, marked but depressed; apex, very slightly flattened; 
surface, smooth; color, orange yellow and light red; dots, very minute; 
bloom, very thin lilac; skin, medium thick, slightly astringent; flesh, 
deep yellow, firm, meaty; stone, circular oval, adherent; flavor, sub­
acid, sugary; quality, good.
General notes: A  smallish plum  but commended on account of 
high quality. Introduced by Terry, 1898.
G o ld e n ,  Triflora.
A  beautiful bright yellow Japanese plum  quite generally distributed 
under the name Gold.
G u in e a  E gg , Americana.
Fruit, very large, dark red; skin, thin; flesh, firm; stone, com paratively  
sm all; excellent flavor; just th« thing to peel and serve with cream and 
sugar; also fine canning. Tree, large, thrifty, spreading growth, hardy. 
(Frederic Albright, Estrella, Cala.)
Found wild about 1857 b y Frederic Albright, near Bangor, M ar­
shall Co., Ia. Not introduced.
G a r d e n  K in g , Am ericana.
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Fruit, medium to large, oblate, red, excellent quality, said to ripen 
earlier than Forest Garden and Pottawattamie. Tree, m oderately 
vigorous, sligh tly spreading, good crotches. (J. S. H aag, Hosper, la.)
Parentage unknown, original tree purchased from a Nursery Co. of 
Minneapolis, Minn., many years ago, name lost; first attracted Mr. 
H aag’s attention on account of earliness. Introduced under nam e of 
H aag by J. S. H aag, Hosper, Sioux Co., Ia.
H am m er, Hortulana.
Fruit received from C. L. W atrous, D es Moines, la., August 29, 1899. 
Form, roundish, truncate, slightly one sided; size, medium to large; 
cavity, sloping; suture, lightly m arked; apex, rounded; surface, slightly  
roughened; color, dark red; dots, numerous, grayish; bloom, thick pur­
ple; skin, very thick and leathery; flesh, soft and somewhat stringy; 
stone, roundish, smooth, adherent; flavor, peculiar, a m ingling of Hort- 
lana and Am ericana; quality, good.
General notes: This fruit possesses in a rem arkable w ay the flavor 
of the two classes— Am ericana and Hortulana. Its thick leathery skin 
ought to make it a good shipper. A  valuable variety grown b y Terry  
from seed of Miner. Introduced in 1892.
H a r t ,  (H art's DeSota.) Am ericana.
V ery much the same type in fruit but differing in foliage from DeSoto, 
of which it is said to be a seedling. DeSoto does not stand drought 
well. T h is is claim ed b y  Prof. Budd and others to an improvem ent in 
that respect.
Scions received by Prof. Budd from H.’ Hart, Sioux Co., about 1890. 
Tree cam e from a sprout which sprang from stock of a tree bought for 
DeSoto. W id ely distributed by the Hort. Dept, of the C ollege.
H a w k e y e , Am ericana.
Fruit, received from B. A . Mathews, Knoxville, Iowa, August 29, 1899 
Form, roundish, conical; size, large, iH  b y  1 y% inches; cavity, a mere 
depression; stem, % inch; suture, a line not depressed; apex, pointed; 
surface, smooth; color, yellow, red and purple; dots, numerous, gray; 
bloom, thick lilac; skin, sour, but not astringent; flesh, firm, but m elt­
ing; stone, oval; flavor, sweetish, pleasant; quality, good.
General notes: Specim ens received from H. A . Terry, the origi­
nator also, who says the tree should be grown on its own roots in order 
to obtain fruit of good uniform size. Originated from seed of Quaker 
by Terry. Introduced in 1883. One of the most satisfactory and wide­
ly planted Am ericanas.
H i l d a  No. 5 , Hortulana.
Fruit, medium to large, darkened; fine for jelly and plum butter ; sea­
son, medium to late. A  good orchard tree, vigorous and hardy, with 
good foliage. (W agner.)
Originated under cultivation with J. F . W agner, Bennett, la ., in
1894, from seed of Miner, pollinated b y wild plum. Not introduced.
H a a g ,  Am ericana.
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H o s k in s ,  Am ericana.
“ Large, yellow, ripens 15th of A ugust; free stone. T h e Hoskins 
originated on the farm of Mr. Hoskins, near Pleasant Plain, Ia. W e  
introduced it in 1899.” (J. W ragg & Son, W aukee.)
H u n t ,  Am ericana.
Fruit received from M. J. Graham, A del, Ia., August 22, 1899. Form, 
roundish, oval, truncate at stem end; size, inches; cavity, shal­
low; stem, y% to of an inch; suture, clearly defined but not depressed; 
apex, lobed slightly; surface, smooth, irridescent; color, garnet; dots, 
large, numerous; bloom ,heavy lilac, purple; skin, thin, free from astrin- 
gen cy; flesh, yellow, fairly firm, keeps v;ell; stone, ovate, winged, large; 
flavor, mild, W ild  Goose like; quality, good; a desirable cooker.
General notes: A  handsome plum of good quality. A ppears to be 
intermediate between Am ericana and Augustifolia. Should be valu­
able. Grown from seed of W ild  Goose supposed to have been polli-
Fig. 15.—HUNT.
nated b y DeSoto, by Henry Hunt, DeSoto, Dallas Co., Ia., about 1880. 
Introduced by M. j. Graham, Adel, Ia., 1897. A  valuable variety. Tree  
said to be hardy and vigorous; does not split under a heavy load of 
fruit. Thought b y many to belong to the W ild Goose group.
I l l i n o i s  I r o n c l a d ,  Am ericana.
Fruit received from B. A. M atthews, Knoxville, Ia., August 24, 1899. 
Form, roundish, conic, truncate at stem; size, i^ s x iK  inches; cavity, 
broad, gently sloping; stem, %  inch long; suture, clearly m arked; apex, 
pointed; surface, smooth; color, bright clear, red; dots, very small, 
numerous; bloom, thick lilac; skin, thick, astringent; flesh, very firm, 
yellow, dryish; quality, poor; stone, large, oblong; flavor, acid, 
astringent.
General notes: If valuable, it is only on account of firmness of 
flesh and possible shipping qualities. “ W ild from Illinois. Introduced 
b y Stark Bros.” Bailey.
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Fruit received from C. B. G ingrich, LaPort«, la., Septem ber I, 1899. 
Form, round conical; size, small; apex, slightly; cavity, broad deep; 
suture, a purplish line not depressed; surface, smooth, m arbled; color, 
yellow with red markings; dots, none; bloom, very thin lilac; skin, thin, 
pleasant acid; flesh, firm, clear yellow; stone, medium small, rounded, 
adherent; flavor, a brisk plum acid; quality, good.
A  smallish plum of DeSoto type. Probably a good cooking vari­
ety, for which purpose it is recommended b y  Mr. Gingrich. N ot intro­
duced. T o o  sm ail to be valuable com m ercially.
I o w a  B e a u t y ,  Am ericana. I
Fruit received from A . B. Dennis, Cedar Rapids, la., August 18, 1899. 
Form, regular, oval; skin, thin; size, medium; color, yellow mottled; 
flesh, m elting, sweet; quality, good.
A  handsome medium sized plum. Early, of good quality. T aken  
from the woods by Hugo Beyer, N ew  London, la., and locally intro­
duced.
J a p a n e s e  P l u m s .
See Abundance and Burbank. T h e  following list includes the princi­
pal varieties: E arly: R ed June, Ogon, W illard, Abundance. M id-sea­
son: Burbank, H ale, Maru, Hunn. Late: Chabot, Satsuma, W ickson.
Jap N o. 4, Am ericana x  Triflora.
Fruit received from Iowa Experim ent Station, Septem ber 10, 1899. 
Form, oblong oval; suture, well m arked; size, medium; apex, slightly  
flattened; surface, smooth; color, yellow ground, with red mottlings; 
dots, none; bloom, none; skin, thin, tender; flesh, yellow; stone, oblong, 
conical, entirely free; flavor, sweet; quality, good.
General notes: Alm ost an exact counterpart of W eaver in size, 
form and appearance. T his plum is of good quality but lacks attractive­
ness. DeSoto pollinated with a Japanese variety. T ree or fruit do not 
show intermediateness of character. Introduced by the College five or 
six years ago. V ery productive.
J o h n  A ., Domestica.
Fruit received from Lillian A . Trotter, Owen Sound, Ontario, Can., 
Septem ber 12, 1899. Form, oblong or egg-shaped slightly flattened 
laterally; size, large; cavity, narrow; suture, quite deeply marked; 
stone, large, sem i-cling; stem, 1%  inches, stout; color, dark bronzy red, 
with brighter flush near calyx; bloom, heavy, purplish blue; flesh, 
greenish yellow, firm, juicy; flavor, a pleasant sub-acid.
General notes: An excellent shipper; in good condition after a 
journey of some days. A  cross between a local seedling called  
E velyn  and F ellem berg, the latter being the m ale parent. Not intro­
duced but well worthy of propagation. See report of Canadian E x p e ­
riment Farms, 1894, p. 137.
I m p e r i a l ,  Americana.
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Jones, Americana.
“ Fruit, large, slightly oblong, dark red; keeps ten days to two weeks; 
season Septem ber i to 15. Tree, upright, with spreading tendency; a 
good bearer.” (Owen Jones, Crescent, Iowa.)
Originated under cirUixation with Mrs. Owen Jones, Crescent, Ia., 
in 1880. Introduced b y  H. A . T erry in 1895.
J u l ia ,  (Edith of Terry), Americana.
“ Fruit, very large, nearly round, yellow, striped with pale red; flesh, 
firm; cling; good market variety, promises to be valuable; season, 
Septem ber 15. Tree, upright grower, good bearer.” Terry.
Parentage unknown, originated under cultivation with H. A . T erry  
in 1896. First fruit 1899. Not introduced.
K e ith ,  Americana.
Fruit received from B. A. M atthews, August 24, 1899. Form , oblong, 
conic, truncate; size, i ^ x i ^  inches; cavity, very shallow; stem, %  inch 
long; suture, not depressed; apex, pointed; surface, shiny; color, yel­
low, blushed with red; dots, small, numerous; bloom, thin lilac; skin, 
thin, tough, non-astringent; flesh, m elting but firm; stone, large, flat; 
flavor, sugary, lacking in juice; quality, good to best.
General notes: A  handsome plum  of DeSoto type. A  good  
keeper and shipper, but rather small this year.
K lo n d y k e , Americana.
Fruit received from J. W ragg &  Son, W aukee, Ia., August 10, 1899. 
Form, roundish, oval; size, 1 inches; cavity, small, rather deep;
suture, a slight depression; apex, rounded; surface, opaque; color, 
bright yellow shading into red, slightly mottled; dots, numerous, small; 
flavor, sweetish; bloom, thin lilac; flesh, rather watery; quality, medium.
General notes: A  small light red plum of the Am ericana typ e—  
principally valuable on account of its early ripenng season. Originated  
with J. W ragg & Sons, from Am ericana seed. Introduced in 1897 by  
W . F. Heikes, Huntsville, A la.
K ro h , (Poole's Pride), Wildgoose.
Fruit received from Experim ent Station, August 10, 1899. Form, ob­
long, oval, sym m etrical; size, 1 '4 x 1 inch; cavity, small; stem, one inch; 
sature, indistinct; apex, sligh tly depressed; surface, smoth; color, sal­
mon or pinkish red; dots, few, sm all; bloom, lilac, thin; skin, thin; flesh, 
rather watery; stone, oval, round, flesh closely adherent; flavor, insipid; 
quality, second or third rate.
General notes: This variety is much smaller in size this season 
than ordinarily given in descriptions; also appears to be much poorer 
in quality than usual; no value in this locality. T ree on Sand Cherry.
L e g a l  T e n d e r , Americana.
“ Fruit, large, round; golden yellow blotched with dark red; thin skin; 
sem i-cling; fine quality; ripe August 20 to 25. Tree, strong grower; 
wonderfully productive.” (H. A . Terry.)
Parentage unknown; originated under cultivation witfi H. A. 
Terry, in 1896; first fruit 1899; not introduced.
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OAYIyORD WOLF
Fig. 16.
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Fruit received from J. L. Budd, Am es, la., Septem ber 12, 1899. Form, 
roundish, oval; size, inches; cavity, deep, narrow; stem,
slender, curved or straight; suture, faintly outlined; apex, flattened; 
surface, smooth; color, purplish red; dots, small, numerous; bloom, 
thin, lilac; skin, thin, peels easily; flesh, firm, light yellow; stone, 
medium size, roughened on surface, cling; flavor, sweet, pleasant; 
quality, good.
General notes: This appears in fruit to be identical with Merunka. 
Produced a good crop in Am es, 1899. Imported from Russia and 
introduced b y Budd, 1884.
L i l l i e ,  Am ericana,
Fruit received from H. A. Terry, A ugust 28, 1899. Form , globular( 
sometimes conical; size, medium to small, i ^ x i ^ ;  cavity, broad, shal­
low; stem, slender, inch; suture, faint, wanting in some; apex, 
rounded; surface, smooth; color, bright to dark red; dots, numerous, 
gray; bloom, thick lilac; skin, thick, non-astringent; flesh, sugary, m elt­
ing; stone, pointed, winged, free; flavor, acid near skin, sweet near 
stone; qnality, best.
A  very handsome sym m etrically formed plum  of excellent quality. 
From seed of H aw keye grown by Terry; introduced in 1894.
L o m b a rd , Domestica.
It seems desirable for the purpose of clearness to group under this v a ­
riety several kinds which if not identical are very closely allied.
Lombard is one of the most w idely grown of all plums. It is in 
the east to plum growers, much what Concord is to grape growers, 
Ben D avis to apple growers and Kieffer to pear growers. T h e tree is 
vigorous and productive. T h e  fruit is medium in size and quality and 
a mid-season variety.
a. Communia. See description, p. 265.
b. Spanish King. (L eike). T h e following reference to this variety  
is found in Charles Downing’s M SS . plum  notes bequeathed to this 
department. “ E . A . Ingram, Des Moines, la., Oct. 20, 1882:” “ This  
plum was brought to Marion Co., Ia., by Mr. John Leike, a  German  
Nurseryman. H e got the scions of the Spanish Consul as a Spanish  
variety. H e brought scions to Iowa about 1872. *  *  T h e  fruit re­
sem bles Lombard but is much larger.” John W ragg is quoted as 
believing Spanish K ing and Lom bard to be distinct.
c. T atge. See description, page 289.
M ad am  L eeds , Wildgoose.
Fruit nearly as large as W ildgoose; very clear, bright red; does not 
hang well to trefe; season a week or two later than W yant. T ree can 
hardly be distinguished from Poole Pride in foliage; very heavy bearer. 
(Hiram Heaton, Glendale, Ia.)
W e h ave not seen the fruit. O riginated with Geo. Tem ple, many 
years ago; parentage unknown; not introduced.
L e i p s i c ,  Domestica.
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M in n ie , Domestica.
Fruit, medium to large, slightly “necked” near stem; greenish yellow, 
quality, good; ripe about Septem ber 21. Tree, upright, good grower; 
large leaves, fairly hardy. (H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn.)
Originated under cultivation with H. Knudson, Springfield, Minn., 
from seed of a large blue Dom estica plum, years ago; also introduced 
b y him some time ago.
M e lo n , Americana.
Fruit received from C. L. W atrous, Des Moines, Ia., A ugust 28, 1899. 
Form, rounded truncated at stem end; size, medium, i} £ x i%  inches; 
cavity, none, flat; stem, y2 inch; suture, slightly m arked; apex, slightly  
pointed; surface, smooth, opaque; color, yellowish red; dots, very  
minute; bloom, thin lilac; skin, moderately thick, tough; flesh, melting, 
somewhat stringy; quality, fair; stone, round, ovate, fairly fre£; flavor, 
Am ericana like, lacking in sweetness.
General notes: Rather a handsome plum  of H aw keye season, but 
no improvement on that variety.
M e ru n k a , Domestica.
Fruit received from J. L. Budd, Am es, Iowa, Septem ber 12, 1899. Form, 
roundish, oval; size, i j ^ x i ^  inches; cavity, deep,narrow; stem ,slender, 
curved; suture, faintly marked; apex, depressed; surface, smooth; 
color, purplish red; dots, large, gray scattering; bloom, very thin lilac; 
skin, thin, breaking separates readily from flesh; flesh, deep yellow, 
tender; stone, medium size, dark brown, cling; flavor, sweet, pleasant; 
quality, good.
General notes: A verages larger than Lombard and is better in 
quality. Introduced from Russia by Budd, 1884. Fruit distributed by  
the Horticultural Departm ent of the C ollege during the past ten years. 
See Leipzic.
M o re m an , Wayland.
A  medium to small oval or nearly globular dark red plum; flesh, firm, 
m eaty for this type; season, one of the latest to mature. T h e tree is 
fairly hardy and a rampant grower. In the south part of the state it is 
appreciated. B. A . Mathews, Knoxville, Ia., says: “ A s a ‘plum but­
ter plum ’ it is unsurpassed.” T h e  illustration shows the natural size of 
the fruit as grown b y Mr. Mathews last season. In common with most 
varieties it was undersized.
M il t o n ,  Wildgoose.
Fruit received from A. B. Dennis, Cedar Rapids, la., August 16, 1899. 
Form, globular or oblate; skin, thin; size, i rV inches long x 1 % inches 
laterally; color, dark red; flesh, m elting but firm; stone, ovate, closely  
adherent to flesh; flavor, delicate, apricot like; quality, good.
General notes: A  valuable early plum, not reliable north of the 
central part of the state. From  seed of W ild Goose, b y  Terry.
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M i r a b e l l e ,  Prunus Domestica Maiiformus, Linn, of Waugh Rep. Vt.
E x p . Sta., 1899, p. 2 ii .
Fruit received from J. L. Budd, Ames, la., August 22, 1899. Form, 
oblate, flattened laterally; size, small, cherry-like, sometimes two lobed; 
cavity, quite large; stem, % inch; suture, outlined; apex, depressed; 
surface, smooth, not shiny; color, yellow; dots towards stem end, red; 
bloom, very thin lilac; skin, thin, tough; flesh, fairly firm; stone, small, 
oval, perfectly free; flavor, sweet, m elting; quality, good to best.
General notes: Like the small yellow cherry plum of England.
. H eavy crop in Am es, 1899. T ree seems fairly hardy. Introduced from 
Russia in 1883 b y  Budd.
28 I
Fig. 17.—m o r e m a n .
N e v e r  F a i l ,  Americana.
Fruit, large, round, red, very beautiful; quality, fine, ripe about with 
DeSoto. Tree, vigorous growth, slightly spreading, good crotches. 
(J. S. H aag, Hosper, Iowa. )
Purchased of an eastern nurseryman, for W olf, not true to name; 
introduced by J. S. H aag, Hosper, Sioux Co., Iowa.
N e b ra s k a  W o n d e r  (Sayles,) Americana.
Fruit, large, round, a trifle smaller but resembling Green G age in 
color, form and flavor; slight yellow tinge, mottled red when over ripe, 
without astringency when fully ripe; ships well; season ten days earlier
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than Miner. Tree, dwarfish, symmetrical, spreading, exceedingly pro­
lific and a very early bearer; (H. P. Sayles, Am es, Ia.)
Found wild in 1892 by A . W ebster, Golden, Burt Co., Nebraska; 
introduced by H. P. Sayles, Am es, Ia., in 1897.
N e w m a n , Chicasaw.
Fruit received from B. A. Mathews, August 23, 1899. Form, somewhat 
obovate; size, sm all; cavity, shallow, sm all; stem, to % inches' 
slender; suture, indistinct; apex, slightly depressed; surface, smooth, 
shiny; color, light yellow, shaded with light red; dots, small, few; 
bloom, very thin lilac; skin, thin; flesh, yellow, firm; stone, small, oval, 
adherent; flavor, brisk acid; quality, fair.
General notes: Fruit too small for commercial purposes; excellent 
for canning. Season, August 25 to Septem ber 1.
Fig:. 18.
N ew  U lm , Americana.
Fruit received from C. L. W atrous, August 28, 1899. Form, truncate, 
sharply conical; size, i ^ x i i n c h e s ;  cavity, shallow; stem, y% inch; 
suture, indistinct; apex, rounded, pointed; surface, smooth; color, light 
yellow, pinkish red; dots,sm all, gray; bloom, very thin lilac: skin,thin, 
non-astringent; flesh, soft,melting; stone, large,smooth, winged slightly; 
flavor, mild, sweet; quality, good.
General notes: A  handsome yellow plum of DeSoto type. Snooks 
appears to be almost identical with above, with the difference that
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it appears somewhat more astringent in skin; otherwise the same 
throughout.
Noyes S e e d l in g ,  Hortulana.
Fruit received from A . B. Dennis, Cedar Rapids, la., August 16, 1899. 
Form, oblong, oval; size, ly ix i 'A  inches; cavity, shallow; suture, 
distinct; apex,depressed; surface,sm ooth,glossy; color, yellow, clouded  
with red; dots, numerous, sm all; bloom, none; skin, very thick, acid 
but not astringent; flesh, deep yellow, m elting; stone, large, roundish, 
closely adherent; flavor, sweet; quality, good.
General notes: Season, about middle of August. This seems a 
good type of plum for shipping purposes. “ Originated with the mother 
of Verne Noyes near Springville. Linn Co., Iowa, about 18 years ago  
from pits of plums purchased for California plums from dealer.” 
Dennis.
No. 1, Domestica.
Fruit, large, oblong, purple; flesh, juicy; pit, small; season August 15. 
Tree, vigorous grower, resembling Green G age but more hardy, bark, 
smooth. (W m. T . Richey, A lbia. Ia.)
Originated under cultivation with W m . T . Richey, A lbia, Monroe 
Co., Ia., in 1895, from seed of Green G age. Not introduced.
No. 2. Hortulana.
Fruit, large, conical, purplish red; flesh, rich; stone, medium; season, 
A ugust 10-15. Tree, thrifty grower, resembling Miner. (W m . T . Richey.)
Originated under cultivation with W m . T . Richey, Albia, Ia., in
1895, from seed of Miner. Not introduced.
No. 17. Hortulana.
Fruit, good cooking sort. Tree, as hardy and as good a bearer as 
Miner. Mathews.
Originated under cultivation with B. A . Mathews, about 1886 or 
1887; from seed of Miner. Not introduced.
No. 11, Am ericana. (A. Norby, Madison, S. D.)
Fruit, oval, large, rich golden yellow, overspread with red; skin, disap­
pears in cooking; flesh, of good consistency, handles well and keeps  
well; quality, better than W olf; season same as Forest Garden. Tree, 
upright, sym m etrical grower, hardy, leaves thick, bears well. (A. 
Norby, Madison, S. D.)
Grown from seed of selected varieties, probably DeSoto, by A. 
Norby, Madison, Lake Co., S. D., in 1895; not >'et introduced.
N o. 1, Am ericana.
Fruit, like DeSoto very much; same season. Tree, regular, heavy  
bearer. (W . S. Fultz, M uscatine, Ia.)
Found wild in M uscatine Co., Ia., over fifty years ago b y  Jacob 
Y a le t atid transplanted to his farm near Moscow, Muscatine Co., Iowa, 
and later carried to Muscatine, la. Introduced privately.
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Fruit, about the size of W olf; season, a little laterthan DeSoto. Tree, 
regular bearer. (W . S. Fultz, M uscatine, la.)
Originated with Ernst Leibbe from a sprout that came up from 
roots of a plum bought for Yellow  egg. Original tree bears yellow  
plums, this one red. Not introduced.
No. 3. Domestica.
Fruit, said to be good sized, yellow, egg-shaped. Tree, upright, good 
bearer. (W . S. Fultz, Muscatine, la.)
Originated with Mrs. Van Horne, from seed of supposedly C ali­
fornia Prunes several years ago. Not introduced.
Xo. I, Americana.
Fruit, medium; red; quality, good. Tree, rather dwarfish, hardy. (F.
H. Bruning, Kent, la.)
Found wild by F . H. Bruning, Kent, Union Co., Ia., about 1854; 
not introduced.
No. 2, Americana.
Fruit, resembles W eaver, ripens a little laterthan No. 1. Tree, hardy, 
heavy bearer. (F. H. Bruning, Kent, Ia.)
Originated under cultivation with F. H. Bruning, Union Co., Iowa, 
about 1880, from seed of W eaver; not introduced.
No. 3. Hortulana.
Fruit, resembles Miner; season, a little earlier than Miner. Tree, re­
sembles Miner, rather spreading. (F. H. Bruning, Kent, Ia.)
Originated under cultivation with F. H. Bruning in 1890, from seed 
of Miner. Not introduced.
O c h e e d a ,  Atnericana.
Fruit, larger than DeSoto or Forest Garden, with smaller pit than 
either; color of Forest Garden, 10 days later; sweet and delicious. (H. 
J. Ludlow, Worthington, Minn.)
Found wild on banks of Ocheeda L ak e in 1872, by P. L. Hardow. 
Indroduced in 1892 by H. J. Ludlow, Worthington, Minn.)
O d e g a r d ,  Nigra.
Fruit, large, quality, fine; earliest at Brookings, S. D .; ripe August 11 
to 15. (N. E . Hansen, Brookings, S. D.) Tree, an upright vigorous 
grower. T h is variety is in high favor in South D ak., Minnesota and 
Wisconsin.
Grown from seed, sent from Minnesota by N. T . Odegard, near 
Brookings, S. D., about 1887; introduced by A . Norby, Madison, S. D., 
in 1894.
No. 2. Am ericana.
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< e n  (Bingaman, Bartlett) Miner.
Fruit received from J. K .O ren, Brandon, Buchanan Co., Ia., Septem ber  
1,1899. Form, truncate, flattened, irregular; size, large, \]4 x\YiX i%  
inches; apex, oblique, basin slightly depressed; cavity, none, flat; su­
ture, a dark red line not indented; surface, smooth, not shiny; color, 
greenish yellow, yellowish red to dark red; dots, grayish marbling; 
bloom, thin purplish; skin, thick, tough, acid, very slightly astringent; 
flesh, firm, deep orange yellow; stone, large oval, flat winged, adherent; 
flavor, pleasant acid; quality, good. •
General notes: One of the largest natives I have seen; this was also 
received from J. M . Brainard, editor of the Boone Standard, as grown
Fig. 19—OREN.
by Henry Goetzman, Boone, and C. B. Gingrich, LaPorte City. A p ­
pears in character of leaf to belong to Miner section of Hortulana 
group. Leaf Am ericana in texture, but pointed and slender; twice as 
long as broad.
Mr. J. W . Kerr, Denton, M d., thinks highly of the quality of this 
variety but draws attention to its weak point, namely, its unat­
tractive color. T h e  history of this variety is interesting and is given  
by Mr. Oren in his own words, as follows: “ In the fall of' 1876, I came 
from B enton County to this locality, Spring Creek Township, Black  
H awk County, Iowa. Calling on Mr. Bingaman, (now dead), I noticed
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a few young plum trees standing in his garden full of these plums. I 
bought a farm adjoining Mr. Bingam an; in the fall of 1878 I moved on 
the farm. Noticing at the edge of some timber and brush, a plum  
tree, apparently very old, that bore these plums, (it is now dead,) and  
some young trees standing at some distance from the old tree, I dug up 
and planted these young trees. From these I plucked the plums I sent 
you in September. These trees sprouted; so did those in Mr. Binga- 
man’s garden; we permitted any person to take them that wanted  
them and they were gathered and distributed over this section of country 
and sent as far north as Minnesota, and to Nebraska. Some years ago  
Mr. W illiam s of Cedar Falls, now dead, came here and gathered all 
the trees he could get, and an arm full of scions. H e owned a nursery 
at that time there. I never heard anything from him after.” It appears 
to be one of those local varieties of merit which somehow, not happen­
ing to come before a commercial propagator remains in com parative  
obscurity.
2 8 6
Fig. 20.—PATTEN.
P a t t e n ,  A ., Hortulana.
Fruit received from C. G. Patten, Charles City, Ia., Septem ber 3, 1899. 
Form, ellipsoid, flattened at boih ends; size, 1 ^ x 1 %  inches; cavity, 
deep, sloping gradually; suture, usually a well m arked groove; apex, 
flattened, sometimes concave; surface, smooth, not shiny; color, bright 
to purplish red; dots, small, numerous; bloom, very thin lilac; skin, 
thin; flesh, firm, m eaty; stone, medium sized, winged, flat, adherent; 
flavor, a m ingling of Peach and Am ericana with Augustifolia; quality, 
good.
General notes: Probably a hybrid between Am ericana and Miner 
groups. Originated under cultivation with Mr. Patten, who says it is a 
fair bearer, vigorous grower with healthy foliage. Not introduced.
P a t t e n ,  B., Americana.
Fruit received from C. G. Patten, described Sept. 29. Form, conical, 
somewhat pointed; size, medium to large; cavity, shallow; stem, to 
■>i inches; suture, clearly outlined; apex, pointed; surface, smooth; 
color, dark purplish red; dots, numerous, small; bloom, thick, lilac;
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skin, thick, brittle; flesh, yellow brown; stone, large, flat, adherent, 
quality, good.
General notes: A  late plum of Stoddard type, not quite so good 
in quality. Originated under cultivation with C. G. Patten, Charles 
City. Not introduced.
P ip e r  P e ach , Americana.
Fruit, large, round, red, covered with bluish bloom; skin parts easily  
from flesh, which is orange yellow and of a good consistency; flavor, 
good; stone, medium, round, thick, sem i-cling; season late A ugust or 
early Septem ber. Tree, vigorous, medium upright grower, apparently  
hardy, productive. (J. S. Harris, LaCrescent, Minn.)
Probably found wild in Blue Earth Co., Minn. Not yet introduced.
P o t ta w a t ta m ie ,  Chicasaw.
Fruit received from C. L. W atrous, August 18, 1899. Form, almost 
pyriform; size, i f t x i H  inches; cavity, narrow, deep; stem, %  inch; 
suture, very obscure; apex, rounded; surface, smooth, glossy; color, 
pinkish red; dots, numerous, large; bloom, thin, lilac; skin,thin; flesh, 
soft, watery; stone, rounded, small, closely adherent; flavor, insipid; 
quality, poor.
General notes: Just ripening at this date at Am es. Light crop. 
T ree in fairly good condition on Marianna stock. Introduced b y J. C. 
Rice, of Council Bluffs in 1875.
Q u a l i t y  (Gaylord Quality) Americana.
A  medium sized roundish red plum, of good quality; productive; season 
about August 15. (Gaylord.)
Origin of tree unknown; top grafted by Edson Gaylord about 20 
years ago; scions distributed widely by Mr. Gaylord.
R o c k fo r d ,  Americana.
R eceived from C. L . W atrous, A ugust 18, 1899. Form, oblong, oval; 
size, medium to small, in ch es;cavity,sligh tly  depressed; stem,
% to Y% inch; suture, clearly m arked; apex, rounded; surface, smooth; 
color, dark red; dots, fm all, numerous; bloom, thick lilac; skin, thick; 
flesh, meaty, firm, dryish; stone, oval, rounded laterally, free; flavor, 
sugary, but lacking juice; quality, fair.
General notes: L eaves character of W yant. Tree, a short jointed 
grower, spurs prominent. F u lly  ripe at this date. W ild variety in­
troduced by C. G. Patten, Charles City, Ia.
R o s e i . le  (Hoffman Seedling) Americana.
Fruit, very large, yellow with red on sunny side; skin, free from astrin- 
gen cy; flesh, sweet; nearly free stone; season, Septem ber. Tree, 
strong, upright, symmetrical grower, perfectly hardy. (J. W . Hoff­
man, Roselle, Ia.)
Chance seedling; originated with Ernest Hoffman, Roselle, Carroll 
Co., Ia., in 1892; not introduced.
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R ue  (J. B . R ue) Am ericana.
On trial here during the past four or five years. A  plum of the W eaver  
type but hardly equal to that variety in size, appearance and firmness 
of flesh. Parentage obscure. Scions were received by Prof. Budd from 
J. B. Rue, Pottawattamie Co., whose address has been lost; distributed 
only b y the Horticultural department of the college under name 
J. B. Rue.
Snooks, Am ericana. (See New Ulm .;
Fruit received from I. S. C. W e have been unable to trace the his­
tory of this variety, which has been fruiting on these grounds for four 
or five years, but which seems thus far to be almost, if not quite, iden­
tical with N ew  Ulm , which see. Mr. Lord of Minnesota writes that as 
he has these varieties they differ m aterially in tree.
S n y d e r . Am ericana.
Fruit received from A. Snyder &  Son, Center Point, la., Septem ber 4, 
1899. Form, roundish, oblique truncate; size, large, 1 ^ x 1 ^  inches; 
cavity, shallow; stem, stout; suture, a dark line; apex, depressed, 
surface, smooth; color, light red shaded with darfc;< dots, large, 
few; bloom, thin lilac; skin, thick, leathery; flesh, yellow, firm; stone, 
large, oval, flat, adherent; flavor, brisk, sub-acid; quality, fair to good.
General notes: A  large and attractive plum, probably a good  
shipper,'with a good deal of acid in skin and about stone, not thoroughly 
ripe at this date. Tree, said to be an upright vigorous grower. O rigi­
nated with J. A. Fairchild, Coggon, Linn County, Ia., from seed of 
DeSoto in 1893. Not introduced,
S p le n d id ,  Americana.
Fruit, medium, red; skin tough, no astringency when cooked; flesh; 
yellow, very firm, sweet; stone sem i-cling; best for canning and pre­
serving; h eavy bearer; specially recommended for home and market. 
(Geo. S. Bacon, D es Moines, Ia.) Good quality, early heavy bearer; 
very late in ripening; dark red, not specially attractive; ripe one week  
after W yant. (W . H . Shaul, D es Moines, Ia.) Tree: Dwarfish habit 
(Geo. S. Bacon, Des Moines, Ia.) Found wild by I. K. T eeter near 
Magnolia, Harrison county, Iowa, in 1878; not introduced.
S te inm an , Americana.
Fruit received from C. Steinman, Mapleton, Ia., August 12, 1899. 
Form, oval, conical, onesided; size, i ^ x i M inches; cavity, wanting; 
stem, short, curved; suture, distinctly outlined, but not indented; apex, 
pointed; surface, smooth; color, crimson; dots, numerous; bloom, thick  
lilac; skin, thin; fl^sh, yellow, watery; stone,m edium ,oval, ridged near 
wing, pointed; flavor, sweet, sugary; quality, first class.
General notes: O f the type of W olf or Stoddard; a handsome 
early plum of excellent quality; season slightly in advance of Forest 
Garden; tree originated with Mr. Steinman from a mixed lot of seed of 
D eSoto, Quaker and Forest Garden, 1883; not generally introduced.
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Fruit medium to large; usually round, but sometimes slightly onesided; 
skin, thick, not astringent, shading from yellowish red to dark red; 
flesh, deep yellow, juicy sweet; quality, good. This differs from H aw k- 
eye in being a few days earlier and somewhat darker in color, with a 
heavier bloom. H aw keye is a bright red, while Stoddard is a dark red 
when fully ripe. A  very handsome and valuable variety. A  chance  
seedling, originated at Jesup, Buchanan county, Iowa, on the farm of
B. F. Stoddard. Introduced in 1890 by J. W ragg &  Sons, W aukee. 
D eservedly popular.
S unse t, Americana.
Fruit, large to very large, beautiful sunset color; quality, best; season, 
late. One of the most beautiful plums. Sold them at 4 cents per 
pound. Tree, vigorous, hardy, best of foliage; good orchard tree.
Originated with Chas. E . Pennock, Bellevue, Colo. (J. F. W a g ­
ner, Bennett, la.)
S u rp r is e , Hortulana.
Fruit, prune-shaped, dark red, long keeper, therefore valuable for 
market; ripe from 1st to 10th of September. Tree, thrifty, upright 
grower; hardy, productive: a fine tree in orchard. (Martin Penning, 
Sleepy E ye, Minn.) Cramfield says: “ T h e very best plum so far 
tested in our orchard.” Rural N ew  Yorker, Nov. 18, 1899.
Grown from seed of DeSoto, W eaver or Miner by Martin Penning, 
Sleepy E ye, Brown county, Minnesota, in 1886; introduced b y him in 
1889. T h is variety is being tested by the Horticultural Experim ent 
Stations of the state.
T a tg e , Domestica.
Fruit received from C. L. Watrous, A u g. 18, 1899. Form, regular, ob­
long blunt ends; size, 1 ‘4 x i ^  inches; cavity, m arkedly broad and deep; 
size, Y% to '/i inch; suture, broad and shallow or deep; apex, depressed; 
surface, slightly roughened; color, purplish red on green ground; dots, 
small; stone, medium; flesh, firm; quality, medium; flavor, much like 
Lombard; season that of Lombard.
General notes: Trees 5 or 6 years old on Marianna (?) stock ap­
pear to be fairly hardy, not m uch injured b y root killing; not bearing  
at D es Moines this year; evidently of Lom bard type and thought by 
some to be identical. Originated at Belle Plaine, Iowa.
T e r r y  D e S o to , Americana.
Fruit, large, golden yellow, overspread with bright crimson, mottled 
with dark crimson; flesh, yellow, rich, sweet; cling; ripe A ug. 1 to 10. 
Tree, rather upright; great bearer. (H. A . Terry.)
Originated under cultivation with H. A . Terry in 1895 from seed of 
DeSoto; first fruit, 1899; not introduced.
S t o d d a r d ,  Am ericana.
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Fruit, large; suture, distinct; skin, thick; season, Sept. 15. Tree, v ig ­
orous, hardy. (James Baynam, Correctionville, Ia.)
Found wild on the Des Moines river by Mr. Throssel, near Pierson, 
W oodbury county, Iowa; not introduced so far as we know.
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T h r o S S E l ,  A m erican a.
Fig. 21—SURPRISE. (After Goff.)
V a n  D e m a n .
“ Large, round, light red, skin thin; of best quality, cling. Medium  
to late, H. A. Terry, Iowa, 1890. Originated under cultivation.” Bailey, 
Bulletin 38, Cornell University Experim ent Station. “ Cracks badly as 
it approaches maturity. T h e  tree is vigorous, irregular and drooping 
in form. Very productive.” Kerr, M aryland. “ Large, late, not very  
productive.” Cook, Minnesota. “ Medium to large, fine quality.”  
Terry, Iowa. (Wisconsin Bulletin 63, 1897.)
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W a g n e r  N o. 9 , Americana.
Fruit: R eceived  from J. F . W agner, Bennett, Iowa, August 21, 1899. 
Form, ovate; size, small, I J-s x 1 inches; cavity, broad, shallow; 
suture, clearly defined; surface, smooth, dull; dots, none; skin, smooth; 
stone, large, flattened, adherent; flavor, sugary, sweet; apex, quite 
shapely pointed; color, yellow ,ground; bloom, thin, lilac; flesh, brown­
ish, yellow ; quality, best.
General notes: A  medium sized, yellowish red plum of high qual­
ity; season of Rollingstone or earlier; looks like a seedling of DeSoto; 
from seed of W eaver, fertilized with a wild variety in 1894; not intro­
duced.
W a y la n d ,  Wayland.
T h e type or representative of this southern group of plums. This is a 
vigorous grower, perhaps a little hardier than Burbank; fruit large, 
round, pink-red, sem i-cling; season very late; worthy of trial.
W e a v e r , Americana.
This ranks among the earlier introductions of the im proved forms of 
the native plums. Fruit large, oblong, flattened; dark red, overlaid 
with a purplish bloom. T h e flesh is firm and meaty, separating easily  
from the pit. Introduced by Ennis and Patten, Charles City, Iowa, in 
1875. A  valuable variety, but unattractive.
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Fig. 22.
W h i t a k e r ,  Wildgoose.
“V ery large, red; leaves medium, oblong-ovate, points rather short, 
very fine and evenly serrate, the stalks with small glands or none. 
Originated under cultivation in eastern T exas by J. T . W hitaker. 
Seedling of W ildgoose.”  (Bailey, Bulletin 38, Cornell University A g ­
ricultural Experim ent Station, 1892.) “A  seedling of W ildgoose, and 
is our best and largest early native plum. A n  extrem ely good bearer 
with me. Beautiful coloring and good seller; about one week later 
than W ildgoose and perhaps eight or ten days later than M ilton.” (Dr. 
A . B. Dennis, Cedar Rapids, I a .)
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W ic k so n , Japanese.
Fruit large, conical, with prominent suture; color dark red; flesh firm, 
yellow; pit small cling. T ree m arkedly upright in growth, fairly hardy- 
peihaps one of the hardiest of the class; said to be a shy bearer by  
some growers, but as its introduction is com paratively recent, such 
judgm ent may be premature; season last of August or first of Septem ­
ber in New York. It seems more than probable that this plum should 
be classed am ong Japanese hybrids.
Fig. 23.
W i ld e r ,  Wildgoose.
Fruit: R eceived  from C. L. Watrous, Des Moines, August 20, 1899. 
Form, roundish, oval; size, medium; bloom, thick lilac; quality, poor; 
season, middle to end of A ugust; cavity, small; suture, indistinct; sur­
face, smooth, translucent; dots, large, sparse; skin, tough. A  very beau­
tiful plum of the type of Pottawattamie.
W o l f ,  Americana.
R anks among the most popular varieties of this group. T ree a free 
grower, early bearer and very productive. T h e fruit is very sym m et­
rical, and when covered with its characteristic purplish bloom is among 
the most beautiful of our native plums. B ailey says: “ It originated 
on the farm of D. B. W olf, W apello  county, Iowa, nearly forty years 
ago.”
W y a n t ,  Americana.
This is properly one of the most popular of the native plums. It is re­
m arkably productive and the fruit does not decrease in size so rapidly  
as other varieties under stress of overbearing. T h e  history of this v a ­
riety as given by its introducer, Prof. J. L. Budd, is as follows: “ Its
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next spring we began its propagation by budding on the college  
grounds.” (J. L. Budd, Iowa State Register, Nov. 25, 1899.)
' e l  lo w  M o ld a v k a ,  Domestica.
Fruit: R eceived from J. L . Budd. Form, regular egg-shape; size, 
large, 2x1 y% inches; cavity, deep, narrow stem, 1 to 1 f i n c h e s  long; 
suture, clearly marked; apex, pointed; surface, smooth, not shiny; color, 
clear yellow; dots, few, gray; bloom, very thin; skin, thick, tough;flesh, 
yellow, firm; stone, almost lance, late, thin, perfectly free; flavor, sub­
acid, prune like; quality, fair.
General notes: A  fairly good plum; trees eight years old bore 
heavily in Prof. Budd’s private garden this year. Imported b y  Budd  
from Russia about ten years ago and widely distributed b y  the H orti­
cultural Departm ent of the College.
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IV. CULTURAL MEMORANDA.
JOHN CRAIG.
I .  SOIL.
Native plums are found growing comfortably upon a 
great variety of soils in this state, along the edges of streams, 
in heavy soil, on thin bluffy land, in drift and in loess. It is 
generally conceded that a clay loam is best adapted to the 
needs of Domesticas, Japanese, Chicasaws and Hortulanas; 
Americanas have been, and are, successfully grown upon light 
sandy soil, yet as a rule they are short lived in such locations. 
They are inclined to overbear on light soils and in many cases 
show undue susceptibility to fungous diseases. There is also 
considerable difference in the adaptibility of different varieties 
to contrasting soils and conditions. These characteristics are 
worth studying.
2. PLANTING.
Spring planting is usually preferable to fall planting in 
Iowa. If the trees are received in the fall they should be 
literally buried in the ground on a dry knoll overwinter. This 
prevents injury consequent upon drying out of the twigs which 
may occur if they are exposed to frost and wind. As to 
distance between trees, there is considerable diversity of 
opinion. Some advocate very close planting in the row— even 
in hedge rows— with spaces wide enough between the rows to 
allow the passing of the cultivator, while others favor planting 
in squares of liberal size so that cultivating both ways may 
be thoroughly done. Probably there are more mistakes made 
on the side of close planting than the opposite. Vari­
eties of the Hortulana and Americana groups attain large 
size. For such large growing kinds 20 to 25 feet is not too 
great a distance to set them but is considerably greater than 
they are ever planted. On account of the early and heavy 
bearing habits of native plums they tend to become dwarfed 
and grow slowly after coming into bearing. Close set­
ting may be practiped with advantage if the grower rigidly 
enforces his resolutions to cut out the •‘fillers” when the 
branches begin to interlace. The plan of thoroughly utilizing
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the ground by planting early bearing “ fillers” in the inter­
spaces one way, is a good one if properly carried out; often 
though, the “ filler” is not cut out as soon as it should be.
The pollination question should be considered here, but 
it has already been dealt with at page 240, and the reader is 
directed to consult the table submitted. The planter is 
reminded that the proper arrangement of varieties in the plum 
orchard is an important item and should not be overlooked.
3. CU LT IVA T IO N .
When grown in a small way for home use the chicken 
yard and the plum orchard may often be combined with satis­
factory results. Poultry will keep down the grass and add 
fertility to the ground, in addition to destroying curculio. 
This kind of cultivation for the amateur plum orchard is highly 
to be commended. The commercial orchard must be treated 
in a different manner. It is not to be expected that plums 
(though we do find well grown specimens in a thicket) will 
wage a more successful war against blue grass, weeds and 
neglect than will other fruit trees. If a man thinks of going 
into plum growing with this policy in mind, there is just one 
piece of advice which should be given and this should be an 
emphatic don't. The plum orchard should be cultivated1 . 
When the orchard is young it is permissible to grow a hoed 
crop, potatoes, root crops, or even corn, provided the trees 
are not crowded and the land is adequately enriched. 
On rich bottom land this double cropping may be decidedly 
advantageous. The practice should consist in plowing 
the orchard in the spring, then disking to pulverize, and har­
rowing to still further fine the soil. The subsequent cultivating 
may be done by using the smoothing harrow at least once a 
week up till the middle of July. A cover crop should then 
be sown.
4. PRU N IN G .
It is often said that plums, especially native plums, need 
little pruning. In the ordinary usage of the term this is 
probably true. After the trees come into bearing there is but 
little to be done in the way of cutting out interfering branches. 
But considering pruning in the light of a method of training, 
we are of the opinion that just here there is important work. 
In the best orchards of Domesticas in the east young plum
1. For a discussion of cover crops, see Bulletin, Iowa Agr. Experiment Station.
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trees are treated much like young peach trees; namely 
headed back closely each year. This is to keep the head rounded, 
circumscribe the amount of bearing wood and prevent the
vj
Fig. 25— To illustrate a desirable amount of th inn ing . (After Goff.)
formation of long straggling spurless branches. This work is 
done during the dormant season. Our native plums are 
notably rampant growers under cultivation and we have seen
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many young trees break and split down under their first crop 
of fruit owing to badly formed heads. Heading back the 
young wood to the extent of one-half to two-thirds would do 
much to obviate the difficulty. Members of the W ild Goose, 
Miner and Chicasaw groups should always be treated in this 
way.
5. SPRAYING.
Progressive fruit growers 
now recognize that it is 
impossible to grow fruit 
without making special 
warfare against the ene­
mies which prey upon it. 
Spraying is also an insur­
ance. Certain forms of 
fungous parasites attack 
the foliage as well as fruit, 
so that whether a fruit 
crop is in evidence or not 
spraying should go on just 
the same. Plum rot is an 
important example of this 
kind. Spraying should be 
employed to destroy and 
prevent the spread of the 
summer spores, but it is 
equally important to pick 
Fig. 26—f r u i t  r o t ,  M O N iu A . (After Baiiey.) 0ff and destroy the “ mum­
mified” and dried up fruit which too often decorate our orchard 
trees in autumn. (See illustration.) They form centers of in­
fection from which the disease spreads the next season. Those 
who wish specific information should consult the spraying 
calendar issued by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
6 . THINNING.
One of the faults of the native plum is its inclination to 
overbear. This produces small fruit and encourages rot. 
Thinning pays not only in the immediate increase in size of 
the fruit, but also as a means of insuring annual crops. A 
tree which overbears one year is likely to take a rest the next 
season. The best time to thin the fruit is soon after the “ June 
drop” , which in itself is an indication that nature is endeavor­
ing to adjust and distribute the fruit crop so that the strain of
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fruit production may be borne by the strongest parts. Thin­
ning may be done hastily by shaking the tree, or by hand 
picking. The latter method is undoubtedly the best way 
theoretically. It is a question, however, which plan should be 
adopted in certain cases. It will depend upon the grower, 
his market, and the character of the product.
Handling and marketing: Native plums intended for 
distant shipment should be picked before they become soft, 
but not until they are well colored. Lack of attention in this 
particular frequently results in large losses. During hot 
weather they ripen rapidly and rot readily in large packages. 
This is also true of the Domesticas and Japanese.
As to packages, the same rule holds here that applies to 
the marketing of other fruits, namely, that fruits sell best in 
neat and attractive packages. As a rule the finer the quality 
of the fruit the smaller the package that should be employed. 
The Climax and various forms of veneer baskets are among 
the most desirable shipping receptacles. Plums do not keep 
well in cold storage, so that much dependence should not be 
placed upon this as a means of holding them for more than 
ten days or two weeks. While this is a short period, it often 
means a great deal when the market is glutted.
The following by Fred­
eric Cranefield (Rural New 
Yorker, 1899, page 798) is 
pithy and pointed: “ The 
greatest drawback at present 
in marketing is the ‘wild 
plum.’ These are invariably 
small, poor in quality, over­
ripe, and brought to market 
in a potato basket, and al­
ways wet and sticky from ex­
uding juice. These are sold 
at prices that demoralize the 
market, for unfortunately, 
the buying public has not been educated to seek the choicer 
varieties of natives in preference to ‘wild plums.’ The remedy 
lies entirely with the grower. Grow but a few of the best 
varieties and establish a reputation for these by offering them 
only under the varietal name, as: W yant, Quaker, etc., as 
is done with other fruits. It is, of course, unnecessary to say 
that only sound fruit should be offered for sale. Ten-pound
Americana stocks.
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grape baskets are probably the neatest and most economical 
package to use. The plums should be picked as soon as well 
colored, and not allowed to ripen fully on the tree. They 
will ripen quite as well and keep much longer in this way if 
kept in a dark place.”
7 . STOCKS.
These are to 
be consid e r e d 
with special ref­
erence to the 
class of plums 
to be propa­
gated.
Americ a n a :  
The best stock 
for this class is 
undo u b te  d 1 y 
seedlings of va­
rieties belong­
ing to the same 
type. Pits are 
easily collected 
and r e a d i l y  
grown. If pits 
are strat i fi e d, 
frozen and sown
-s ' JT ln nursery row
K&kjm j r  in the spring a
- jy f i f " '' P  large percent-
Wm.if age will be large
■Els rtt' ' ^  • enough to bud
MmM cn* at the proper
/ \  time in August.
^  Root grafting
'  *  1^ may also be em-
Fie. 28. ployed, though
The scion may be crowded out. « . Shoot from scion, b. fV ip rm # *rQ tir*n  ic
Upper end of scion, c. Strong shoot which came from stock l l l c  u p c l  d.11011 IS
below point of un ion and smothered scion, leSS SUT6 i n  i ts
results. Myrobalan, Marianna or peach should not be used 
in propagating Americanas in Iowa.1
1. Sand cherry (Prunus Besseyi) gives promise of furnishing a hardy  stock for Amer­
icana, Chicasaw and Japanese plums. I t  has a dwarfing effect upon the variety worked 
upon it and may have special value in  this direction. See Bulletin 44 Iowa Exp. Station.
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One of the objections to using Americana stocks is the 
well known sprouting proclivities of this class. If Americanas 
are budded or grafted on the same stock it is a very easy 
thing to mistake a sprout from the stock, for a shoot from the 
bud or scion. If the substitution is not noticed the first 
season it is all the more difficult to detect the next year. In 
the operation of pruning and trimming nursery trees, which 
is often done hastily with poorly skilled laborers, these sprout 
interlopers are frequently overlooked. In Figure 28 at (a) is 
shown the real scion; (c) illustrates a strong shoot which was 
thrown up from an adventitious bud which appeared the first
Fig. 29.
Burbank root grafted on sand cherry, Ames.
year, at the base of the graft. When the tree was three years 
old it was a matter of fine discernment to distinguish between 
the scion and the sprout. Mistakes of this kind, while they 
frequently give rise to new varieties, oftener bring disappoint­
ment to the planter.
The sprouting tendencies of the native plum are much 
encouraged by deep cultivation. This is well shown in Fig. 
27. Like the poplars, the more the roots are disturbed the 
more vigorously do they protest against this disturbance by 
throwing up a luxuriant crop of sprouts. A good deal of this 
sprouting is of the kind which springs at or near the base of
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the scion, which might be obviated by making the union just 
a little below the collar and by carefully removing all incipi­
ent and partially developed buds which may be apparent at 
that point. Of course, these latter remarks have special ref­
erence to propagation by grafting.
Members of the Chicasaw, Wildgoose and Miner groups 
succeed on Americana, which is best for Iowa, and, of course, 
upon seedlings of their own types respectively. They may be
also interworked success­
fully. Domesticas and 
Japanese do best on 
Myrobalan, Marianna or 
peach. These are all 
likely to suffer root in­
jury in cold, snowless 
winters. They should 
not be planted in the 
north part of the state, 
and whenever employed 
in Iowa should be set 
deeply and mulched dur­
ing cold winters.__
8.-* TOPGKAFTINC..
t i_
This is often suggested 
as a means of increasing 
the hardiness of the 
Japan and European va­
rieties. Americana stocks 
are commended for the 
purpose. In ourexperi-
Burbank stock grafted on Americana. Top enCe this method is at-
outgrows stock, Ames. tended by very poor suc­
cess. There seems to be an evident incompatibility between 
scion and stock. This has already been referred to in con­
nection with the ordinary methods of propagation. While 
the union at first appears to be fairly satisfactory, the top, 
whether European or Japanese, invariably outgrows the stock. 
Burbank plums topgrafted in the station orchard grew and 
reached fruiting age in about four years. In seven years after 
topgrafting their condition is faithfully illustrated by the ac­
companying photograph. The Americana stock appears to 
become “ hidebound,” refusing to grow, while the scion part
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develops strongly and soon becomes topheavy. In the station 
orchard the trees manifested a decided tendency to split or 
break off either at or just above the point of union. W e do 
not think that this method o f  propagation can be regarded as 
pratical, except between members of the same group or type. 
In other words, it is not wise to place Dom esticas or Japa­
nese upon Am ericanas or vice versa. Mr. Speer’s experience, 
as illustrated by the accom panying photograph, suggests that 
members of the W ildgoose tribe will find in Am ericana a 
fairly congenial stock. It is well to look upon this, however, 
as the exception. It should also be stated that slitting the 
bark of the stock is usually a necessary operation whenever 
stone fruits are stock grafted.
Fig. 31.
Wildgoose, topgrafted on Black Hawk, 25 years old, at 
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
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Kfjr. 32—IyOaned by Wesley Greene, Secretary Iowa Hort. Society.
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